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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

One of the things that traditional Dutch literary histories have in common with their
German counterparts is that they present literature from a national point of view. Yet
the national boundaries between The Netherlands, Belgium and Germany as they
exist today were only created in the 19th century. Studying medieval literature (like
Middle Dutch and Middle German literature) within these national boundaries is
therefore anachronistic. In the period from the 12th up to the early 16th century, identity was derived from one of the many little territories that covered the area of contemporary Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany. The modern boundaries do not
necessarily coincide with the medieval cultural areas in which literature was produced.
Thus it can happen that medieval literature created in Dutch Limburg is more
comparable to that of Belgian Limburg or German Rhineland-Palatinate than to
literature produced in the province of Holland. According to the German scholar
Helmut Tervooren, it is exactly this area, between Rhine and Maas (also: Meuse) that
one can consider a coherent cultural area, or ‘Kulturraum’ (plural: Kulturräume)
during the Middle Ages. In his view, literary histories and reference books should do
justice to the historical reality. In 2006 he therefore published a reference book of this
Rhine-Maas literature which is based on the actual historical situation. In accordance
with the area discussed, the title of the book is Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. 1
Within medieval research there seems to be a shift towards thinking in Kulturräume. It is therefore not surprising that the reference book has been received so enthusiastically. But now that new ground has been broken by Tervooren or perhaps
even a new paradigm has been heralded, it is time for reflection. The principle aim of
this thesis is to test the workability of Tervooren’s book as an instrument when a
selective group of texts, namely profane epic literature, is taken as a test case.

1

Full title: Tervooren, H., Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. Ein Handbuch zur Geschichte der
mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur im Raum von Rhein und Maas. (Unter Mitarbeit von
Carola Kirschner und Johannes Spicker). Berlin 2006. Apart from Tervooren, Kirschner and Spicker,
several other researchers have collaborated in the project, viz. Michael Baldzuhn, Bernd Bastert,
Thomas Bein, Ulrike Bodemann, Anne Bollmann, Georg Cornelissen, Monika Costard, Ulrike
Hascher-Burger, Kurt Otto Seidel, Brigitte Sternberg and Jürgen Wolf.
7
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1.

Kulturraum Research: Status Quaestionis

A long road of idea-shaping preceded the construction of Van der Masen tot op den
Rijn. The first traces of Kulturraum research can be found in the twenties of the 20th
century. Scholars from the ‘Bonner Schule’, like Hermann Aubin, Theodor Frings
and Josef Müller, first practised this ‘Kulturraumforschung’ or ‘Geschichtsraumforschung’. 2 However, as the title of the book, Kulturströmungen und Kulturprovinzen
in den Rheinlanden. Geschichte, Sprache, Volkskunde indicated, they primarily practised disciplines like history, linguistics and anthropology. 3 Also art history is mentioned as one of the disciplines to which the Kultturraumforschung could be applied. 4
Indeed it is exactly within this discipline that the Rhine-Maas area has gained its
special status.
The area between Rhine and Maas was discovered early as an art historical
unity. In 1972 there was an exhibition in Cologne and Brussels called Rhein und
Maas. Kunst und Kultur 800-1400. 5 The two-volume catalogue of this exhibition is
still prominent in art historical research on the area. The contributors of the book have
demonstrated convincingly that the art which was produced within the area is
characterized by a typical style. These ‘Stilverflechtungen’ appear in various kinds of
art, like architecture, stained glass, sculpture, painting, manuscript illumination and
goldsmith’s work. 6 Apparently, the art from this area can be considered a unity on the
basis of an esthetical common ground. The catalogue can be seen as the first extensive contribution to the concept of the Rhine-Maas area as an art historical Kulturraum.

2

Tervooren 2006, p. 17 and the introduction to Aubin, H., Th. Frings and J.Müller, Kulturströmungen
und Kulturprovinzen in den Rheinlanden. Geschichte, Sprache, Volkskunde. (Veröffentlichungen des
Instituts für geschichtliche Landeskunde an der Universität Bonn). Röhrscheid 1926, pp. III-IX.
3
Aubin, Frings and Müller 1926, p. V.
4
Ibid., p. V.
5
Legner, A. and E. Adam et al. (ed.), Rhein und Maas. Kunst und Kultur 800-1400. Eine Ausstellung
des Schnütgen-Museums der Stadt Köln und der belgischen Ministerien für französische und niederländische Kultur. Köln 1972.
6
The term ‘Stilverflechtungen’ is first mentioned on p. 17 of the catalogue. The disciplines are discussed in the other chapters of the volumes, but a short overview can be found in the introduction.
Ibid., pp. 17-22.
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In the eighties, more emphasis was laid on the regional aspects of literary
history writing. 7 On a 1988 congress, Bob Duijvestijn made a plea in favour of studying Middle Dutch literature that has come down to us in a German text tradition. 8 In
Germany, the tendency to cross borders resulted in the ‘Sonderheft’ Literatur und
Sprache im rheinisch-maasländischen Raum zwischen 1150 und 1450, which was
published as an extra volume of Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie in 1989. The editors were Helmut Tervooren and Hartmut Beckers. 9 Tervooren’s own contribution in
this volume is called ‘Statt eines Vorwortes: Literatur im Maasländisch-Niederrheinischen Raum zwischen 1150-1400’ and is a preliminary work to his reference
book. 10
The development of Kulturraum theories is dominated by German scholars.
The first actual regional literary history was written by a German, Fritz Peter Knapp.
He published the first two volumes in the project Geschichte der Literatur in Österreich, which appeared in 1994 and 1999 respectively. 11 Despite the national title
Knapp takes medieval territories and boundaries as a starting point (like dioceses,
duchies and counties).
2003 was a productive year for the development and practice of the Kulturraum ideology. Just like in 1989, a ‘Sonderheft’ of Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie
appeared, this time on the subject ‘Regionale Literaturgeschichtsschreibung’. 12 The
special edition was again co-edited by Helmut Tervooren. All – principally German –
contributors were asked to discuss a problem which covered the topic region versus
nation. 13 This resulted in papers varying from theoretical considerations to actual case
studies. As appears from the overview in the introduction and the independent contri7

Cf. an early sign: Mecklenburg, N., ‘Literaturräume. Thesen zur regionalen Dimension deutscher
Literaturgeschichte’, in: Wierlacher, A. (ed.), Das Fremde und das Eigene. Prolegomena zu einer
interkulturellen Germanistik. München 1985, pp. 197-211.
8
Duijvestijn, B.W.Th., ‘Middelnederlandse litteratuur in Duitse overlevering. Een arbeidsveld voor
neerlandici’, in: Van Oostrom, F.P. and F. Willaert (ed.), De studie van de Middelnederlandse letterkunde. Stand en toekomst. Symposium Antwerpen 22-24 september 1988. Hilversum 1989, pp. 153168.
9
Tervooren, H., and H. Beckers (ed.), Literatur und Sprache im rheinisch-maasländischen Raum
zwischen 1150 und 1450. ZfdPh 108 (1989). Sonderheft.
10
Ibid, pp. 3-19.
11
Knapp, F.P., Die Literatur des Früh- und Hochmittelalters in den Bistümern Passau, Salzburg,
Brixen und Trient von den Anfängen bis zum Jahre 1273. Graz 1994. See also: Knapp, F.P., Die Literatur des Spätmittelalters in den Ländern Österreich, Steiermark, Kärnten, Salzburg und Tirol von
1273 bis 1439. 2 vols. Graz 1999.
12
Tervooren, H., and J. Haustein (ed.), Regionale Literaturgeschichtsschreibung. Aufgaben, Analysen
und Perspektiven. ZfdPh 122 (2003). Sonderheft.
13
Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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butions, regional literary history writing enjoyed substantial scholarly support. Still, it
was seen as an addition to national literary history writing more than as an alternative. 14
Also in 2003, the collection Schnittpunkte. Deutsch-Niederländische Literaturbeziehungen im späten Mittelalter was published, in which the border-crossing
studying of literature was taken as a starting point as well. 15 The editors acknowledge
that more transnational studies gradually appear, but they still think that too little
attention is paid to the literature from the Rhine-Maas area. The collection attempts to
rectify this lacuna. 16
Tervooren’s Van der Masen tot op den Rijn, published in 2006, is a climax in
regional literary history writing. For the first time the Rhine-Maas literature was collected in one book of reference. The book also seemed to have its desired effect. In
Stemmen op schrift, the recent Dutch literary history by Frits van Oostrom, Tervooren’s reference book was gratefully used. 17 Van Oostrom seems to have acknowledged the importance of the tendency to highlight the Rhine-Maas literature as well,
since he devoted one of his five major chapters to ‘Veldeke’s Umwelt’. 18 The literature from the area between Rhine and Maas had never before received so much
attention in a Dutch literary history.
Recently the Rhine-Maas literature was at the center of interest in the inaugural lecture of Johan Oosterman at the Radbout Universiteit Nijmegen, which was
called In daz Niderlant gezoget. De periferie in het centrum: het Maas-Rijngebied als
speelveld voor filologen. 19 Not quite coincidentally the PhD symposium organized by
the University of Nijmegen in May 2008 was titled ‘Grenzen en onbegrensdheid. De
Nederrijn.’ It has only been two years after the publication of Van der Masen tot op

14

Ibid., p. 2.
Lehmann-Benz, A., U. Zellmann and U. Küsters (ed.), Schnittpunkte. Deutsch-Niederländische
Literaturbeziehungen im späten Mittelalter. Münster 2003.
16
“[...] insgesamt jedoch ist die transnationale und interdisziplinäre Perspektive auf die niederländischdeutschen Literaturbeziehungen und die Literatur des Rhein-Maas-Raums ein dringendes Forschungsdesiderat, das der vorliegende Band ein Stück weit auszufüllen sucht.” Ibid., p. 9.
17
Van Oostrom, F., Stemmen op schrift. Geschiedenis van de Nederlandse literatuur vanaf het begin
tot 1300. Amsterdam 2006, pp. 117-213 and the notes to this chapter on pp. 568-571.
18
Van Oostrom 2006, pp. 117-213.
19
Oosterman, J.B., In daz Niderlant gezoget. De periferie in het centrum: het Maas-Rijngebied als
speelveld voor filologen. Rede in verkorte vorm uitgesproken bij de aanvaarding van het ambt van
hoogleraar Oudere Nederlandse letterkunde aan de Faculteit der Letteren van de Radboud Universiteit
Nijmegen op vrijdag 1 juni 2007. Nijmegen 2007.
15
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den Rijn but there can be no doubt about the actuality of the topic ‘Kulturraumforschung’ and the scholarly interest in Rhine-Maas literature.

2.

Appreciation and Critique

Since Van der Masen tot op den Rijn was published several reviews on the book have
appeared. I will only discuss some of them on the basis of matters which are raised
repeatedly. This way it will become clear how the reference book was received within
the field of medieval studies.
A first aspect to be noted is that the reviewers praise the initiative of the
reference book. In the view of Jens Haustein, the work has been an absolute requirement. 20 Friedel Roolfs calls it a ‘desideratum’, Paul Wackers a ‘useful acquistion’,
Geert Warnar a ‘substantial contribution’ and Ludo Jongen a ‘solid fundament’. 21
The unanimous agreement about the necessity of the book has been summarized by
Jörn Bockmann: “Es hat eine Lücke, die erstaunlich lange bestanden hat, geschlossen.” 22
Van der Masen tot op den Rijn is not to be taken as a literary history. Its major
purpose is to collect data, so that the term ‘book of reference’ (‘Handbuch’) is more
appropriate. 23 Jongen, Wackers and Warnar are enthousiastic about its purpose as a

20

Haustein, J., ‘Helmut Tervooren, Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. Ein Handbuch zur Geschichte der
mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur im Raum von Rhein und Maas, Erich Schmidt, Berlin
2006.’, in: ZfdPh 127 (2008), pp. 129-131, esp. p. 131.
21
Roolfs, F., Rezension Helmut Tervooren unter Mitarbeit von Carola Kirschner und Johannes
Spicker: Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. Ein Handbuch zur Geschichte der mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur im Raum von Rhein und Maas, Berlin: Erich Schmidt 2006, 449 S., in:
Rheinische Vierteljahrsblätter 71 (2007), pp. 296-300, esp. p. 296. Wackers, P., ‘Een periferie in het
centrum: vernieuwende literatuurgeschiedschrijving.’ Naar aanleiding van: Helmut Tervooren (unter
Mitarbeit von Carola Kirschner und Johannes Spicker), Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. Ein Handbuch
zur Geschichte der mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur im Raum von Rhein und Maas. Berlin,
Erich Schmidt Verlag, 2006., in: Queeste. Tijdschrift over middeleeuwse letterkunde in de Nederlanden 13 (2006), pp. 61-66, esp. p. 66. Warnar, G., ‘Tervooren, H., Kirschner, C., Spicker, J., Van der
Masen tot op den Rijn. Ein Handbuch zur Geschichte der mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur
im Raum von Rhein und Maas’, in: BMGN 123 (2008), 1, pp. 135-137, esp. p. 2. Jongen, L., ‘Helmut
Tervooren unter Mitarbeit von Carola Kirschner und Johannes Spicker, Van der Masen tot op den Rijn.
Ein Handbuch zur Geschichte der mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur im Raum von Rhein
und Maas’, in: TNTL 122 (2006), pp. 268-270, esp. p. 270.
22
Bockmann, J., ‘Helmut Tervooren, Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. Ein Handbuch zur Geschichte
der mittelalterlichen volkssprachlichen Literatur im Raum von Rhein und Maas. Unter Mitarbeit von
Carola Kirschner und Johannes Spicker. Erich Schmidt, Berlin 2006.’, in: Arbitrium 3 (2006), pp. 318320, esp. p. 320.
23
Tervooren 2006, p. 11.
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book of reference. 24 In contrast, Roolfs passes devastating criticism on the book:
“Doch um es gleich vorwegzunehmen: Als Handbuch ist diese literaturgeschichtliche
Darstellung nicht brauchbar.” 25
Roolfs’ critique is primarily founded on the ‘eklatante Mängel’ that are displayed on the level of both definition and user-friendliness. 26 To start with the former
comment: it bothers Roolfs that the discussed area nor its name are defined: “Was
fehlt, ist ein genau umrissenes Begriffsinventar, das, wenn nicht Definitionen, so
doch nähere Beschreibungen geboten hätte und das für alle Mitarbeiter an dem
Handbuch verbindlich gewesen wäre.” 27 In my view this is a legitimate and understandable desire. On the other hand, it seems as if Tervooren did notice the lacking of
this definition and deliberately chose not to fix the boundaries of the area. He quotes
the scholar Franz Petri, who noticed the inconstancy of medieval territories: “Sie
können wachsen, schrumpfen, aufgesplittert werden oder sich mit ihren Schwerpunkten auch gänzlich verlagern.” 28 Apparently the other reviewers accepted Tervooren’s expandable definition, for they did not comment on the lack of demarcation.
Roolfs’ other point of critique concerns the workability of the book. This
criticism is shared by the other reviewers. Most critics agree that the bibliography –
an essential element to a reference book – is impractical because of its subdivision
into three branches. 29 Furthermore, there is a lot of detailed criticism. Spelling and
writing errors occur both in the names of modern researchers and medieval authors. 30
Sloppiness is also apparent in the inconsequent use of terminology. 31 Finally, the
most extensive reviews, those of Roolfs and Wackers, both mention the qualitative
divergence in the content of the various contributions. 32 But whereas Roolfs thinks
that the book loses its value because of these errors, Wackers finds it useful.
Most critics tackle some methodological difficulties. Van der Masen tot op
den Rijn is principally arranged according to genres. However, Haustein indicates that
24

Jongen 2006, pp. 269-270. Wackers 2006, p. 65. Warnar 2008, p. 2.
Roolfs 2007, p. 296.
26
Ibid.
27
Ibid, p. 297.
28
Tervooren 2006, p. 17, quoting: Petri, F., ‘Stand, Probleme und Aufgaben der Landesgeschichte in
Nordwestdeutschland und den westlichen Nachbarländern’, in: Rheinische Vierteljahresblätter 34
(1970), pp. 57-87, p. 77.
29
Jongen 2006, p. 269. Roolfs 2007, p. 298. Wackers 2006, p. 65.
30
Jongen 2006, p. 269. Roolfs 2007, pp. 298-300. Wackers 2006, pp. 64-65.
31
Roolfs 2007, p. 298.
32
Ibid., pp. 297-298. Wackers 2006, p. 62.
25
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two of the last chapters highlight courts within the Low Countries and dialectological
characteristics respectively. In his view these decisions are ill-founded. 33 Wackers
also notices this inconsistency in the construction of the book but he is glad that the
genre-principle is not employed rigidly. 34 His comments, on the other hand, concern
the division of the primary works into these genres. According to Wackers, chapter 7
on danses macabre and visions of the hereafter could just as well have been a section
in chapter 3 on spiritual literature, something which is noted by Jongen as well. 35
Comparable problems with the profane epic literature are discussed in chapter II.3 of
this thesis.
A final methodological aspect that received attention is Tervooren’s decision
to not only include the works that have been produced within the Rhine-Maas area,
but also those works of which a reception within the area is likely. 36 Although
Haustein thinks that this decision is a methodological difficulty that Tervooren
inadequately discusses, Wackers finds this consideration so obvious that he wishes it
to serve as an example in future regional studies. 37
In a nutshell: all reviewers are positive about the concept of the book. Roolfs,
who scrutinized the reference book very accurately, thinks that the errors, the references and the bibliograpies obstruct the actual use of it. But in this opinion she seems
to be alone. Her other complaint is the absence of a clear-cut demarcation of the area,
something that apparently did not bother the other reviewers. They seem to appreciate
the material that has been collected for the first time within fuzzy boundaries. The
reviewers make no secret of their admiration for the author’s labour. In the closing
words of Wackers:
Het boek is zo origineel en heeft een zodanige kwaliteit dat onderzoekers er niet omheen kunnen. En dat zullen ze ook niet willen. 38

33

Haustein 2008, pp. 129-130.
Wackers 2006, p. 62.
35
Ibid., p. 62. Jongen 2006, p. 269.
36
“Eine zweite Entscheidung zur Textauswahl ist leichter zu treffen. Nicht nur Literatur, die im Raum
produziert wurde, ist aufgenommen worden, sonder auch Literatur, die dort rezipiert wurde. (Sie stellt
sogar den größeren Teil der Texte.) Dies ist einem Raum angemessen, dessen Transferqualitäten seit je
her in der Kulturgeschichte gerühmt wurden.” Tervooren 2006, p. 22.
37
Haustein 2008, p.130. Wackers 2006, p. 66.
38
Wackers 2006, p. 66.
34
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3.

Main Question

While reading chapter 4 ‘Epik im Rhein-Maas-Raum’ of Van der Masen tot op den
Rijn, I was struck by some similarities within the earliest profane epic Rhine-Maas
literature on the one hand. On the other hand, I was not able to find a common
denominator in the literature discussed in the entire chapter. For example, is there a
binding factor between the production or reception centers, even though they are so
far away from each other?
When reading about Aiol, for example, it occured to me that this fragment
shows a dialect that points to the border region between Brabant and the Rhine-Maas
area. Should the fragment therefore not be studied in the light of the Brabant
literature? How is Aiol comparable to, for instance, the Tristan-fragment, which was
supposedly produced in the area around Nijmegen and Arnhem? Because of these
questions I wanted to test the workability of Tervooren’s book. What are its advantages and disadvantages? (How) does the work bring the field of medieval studies any
further? It is self-evident that I had to limit myself to a selective group literary works
within the scope of this thesis. Hence, my main question is:
To what extent does the methodology of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn offer a
good starting point for studying profane epic literature from the Rhine-Maas area?

Great Winds Blow upon High Hills
Consistent with the critical attitude in my research question (‘to test’) my thesis
contains a lot of criticism. It is impossible not to find aspects to criticize in a book of
this calibre. Although Tervooren has contracted out several topics to other researchers
his work pretty much remains a one-man labour. As such it is a sublime achievement.
As a preliminary remark I therefore would like to stress that I do not want my thesis
to be a review of the book, since I do not wish to criticize the immense work of Tervooren. It is also not my intention to rectify deficiencies noted by other reviewers
(like finding a definition or clear-cut demarcation of the area). Instead of looking
backwards I would like to focus on future research now the regional pioneering study
for the Rhine-Maas literature has been written. This thesis addresses fundamental difficulties. What can be said about the Rhine-Maas literature when Tervooren’s book is

14
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taken as a starting point? Answering such questions has only been made possible
thanks to the pioneering research of Tervooren, a work that I very much admire.

4.

Method and Structure

In discussing the reviews on Van der Masen tot op den Rijn, methodological difficulties came to light on two different levels: the preliminary considerations of Tervooren and the actual corpus of texts he works with. Since the author deals with the
‘new’ concept of Kulturraumforschung I firstly examine the scholarly foundation of
this method. Chapter I is therefore called ‘Kulturraum in Theory’. It is equally important to find out what happens when the theory is applied to an actual group of
medieval texts. Because of this chapter II is devoted to the ‘Kulturraum in Practice’.
In this chapter I elaborate on the aspects that come up in chapter I by looking at
fundamental ways to classify the corpus of epic texts discussed in the book. I have
chosen three ways of classification: a division on the basis of chronology, location
and genre. Since the Eneasroman occupies a special position in the corpus, the last
section of chapter II is solely dedicated to this romance. Finally, the future use of Van
der Masen tot op den Rijn and comparable reference books is discussed in chapter III.
In this last chapter I attempt to find solutions for some of the encountered difficulties
and to think about digital instruments that could be used in the field of medieval
studies.

5.

The Area

As indicated Tervooren deliberately does not give clear-cut boundaries of ‘the’
Rhine-Maas area. He just offers a general description of the region:
Er umfasst [...] die Bistümer Köln und Lüttich [...]. Der Raum tangiert
dann im Norden und Nordwesten Teile der Bistümer Utrecht und
Münster und im Süden die Kirchenprovinz Trier. Der politischen
Rahmen weltlicher Herrschaften bilden die Territorien Geldern, Kleve,
Brabant (in seinen östlichen und nordöstlichen Teilen), Loon, Limburg,
Jülich, Berg und eine Anzahl kleinerer Herrschaften in der Nordeifel,
an der Maas und am Ostrand. 39

39

Tervooren 2006, p. 23.
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To give an impression of this geographical region nevertheless, the two maps in the
appendices A and B, which are taken from the catalogue Rhein und Maas. Kunst und
Kultur 800-1400, are very suitable. 40 The first plate shows the – very steady – religious demarcation of the area, namely the dioceses. The second one designates the
secular territories around 1300, the counties and duchies. In practice people could
belong for instance to the duchy of Cleves and the diocese of Cologne at the same
time.
It turns out that especially in chapter 4 of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn Tervooren explicitly indicates texts which have a Ripuarian dialect. This means that in
that case he takes a linguistical boundary into consideration as well. In some studies
texts with a Ripuarian dialect are rated among the Middle High German literature,
whereas in other studies (like Tervooren’s) these texts are treated as marginal cases.
The exceptional position of Ripuaria becomes clear from the map below: 41

Figure 1: Middle High and Middle Low German Dialects

40

Rhein und Maas. Legner et al. (ed.) 1972, pp. 14-15.
The map is copied from the supplementary sheet in Mettke, H., Mittelhochdeutsche Grammatik.
Leipzig 1989.
41
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6.

Corpus

The corpus of this thesis roughly consists of the literature that is discussed in chapter
4, ‘Epik im Rhein-Maas-Raum’, of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. The reason for
this is that I wish to examine a selective group of literary works found in Tervooren’s
book as a case-study. The word ‘epic’ is used to indicate narrative texts. In a broad
sense this corpus would include chronicles and legends, since these are also narrative
texts. However, these are not incorporated in chapter 4 of Tervooren’s book. Since
legends are discussed in chapter 3 on spiritual literature, it becomes clear that Tervooren only means to discuss the profane epic texts. Another restriction to the corpus
seems to be made as well. (Profane epic) chronicles are discussed in chapter 9 of the
reference book and as such also are not a part of the author’s corpus.
Hence, the more specific profane epic literature from chapter 4 of Van der
Masen tot op den Rijn constitutes my corpus. 42 I deliberately choose to use only the
sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the reference book, since from the literature that is mentioned
in the sections 4.2.1, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the link with the Rhine-Maas area is founded on
too many uncertainties. Discussing these texts as well would only complicate matters.
About section 4.2.1, ‘Fragmente hoch- und niederdeutscher Epik in den Niederrheinlanden’, for instance, Tervooren writes: “Ob diese Epen in den Niederrheinlanden wirklich gelesen oder ob die Fragmente als Makulatur in den Raum gespült
wurden, ist kaum auszumachen.” 43 The same applies to section 4.3, ‘Literarhistorische Mythen’. 44 There is no evidence that there ever has been a Nibelungenlied
within the Rhine-Maas area. The surviving fragment has probably been written in
Brabant. 45 A similar uncertainty concerns the Schwanritter of Konrad von Würzburg
of which it is quite possible that the subject matter circulated at the court of Brabant
and not in the Rhine-Maas area. 46

42

Tervooren 2006, pp. 89-121.
See for the quote: Tervooren 2006, p. 113. The indicated texts are Rudolf von Ems’ Wilhelm von
Orlens, Johan von Würzburg’s Wilhelm von Österreich, Albrecht’s Jüngerer Titurel, Virginal,
Rosengarten and Altes Passional.
44
Viz. Nibelungenlied and Schwanritter.
45
Peeters, J., ‘Die mittelniederländische Übersetzung des “Nibelungenliedes”’, in: Ester, H., G. van
Gemert and J. van Megen (ed.), Ars & Ingenium. Studien zum Übersetzen. Amsterdam, Maarssen
1983, pp. 117-138, esp. pp. 118-119.
46
Sleiderink, R., De stem van de meester. Der hertogen van Brabant en hun rol in het literaire leven
(1106-1430). Amsterdam 2003, p. 46.
43
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The works that are discussed in this thesis are listed below in the order of
appearance within the reference book. In cases where the terminology of Tervooren
does not seem correct or practical, I chose to deviate from the names he uses.
Der höfische Roman und die Chanson de geste um 1200:
Aiol
Floyris und Blancheflor
Tristan und Isolde
Heinrich von Veldeke: Eneasroman
Henric und Claredamye
Karlmeinet-Kompilation
consisting of:
Karl und Galie
Morant und Galie
Karl und Elegast
Rolandslied
Lancelot-Kompilation (sic.)
Perceval – Perchevael – Parzival
Rheinischer Merlin

(further on: Floyris)
(further on: Tristan)
(further on: Eneasroman)
(further on: Karlmeinet Compilation)

(further on: Prosa-Lancelot)
(further on: Perchevael)

Epische Dichtung im späteren Mittelalter:
Van den Vos Reynaerde
(further on: Reynaert)
Historie van Troyen
Alexanders geesten
Seghelijn van Jherusalem
Roman van Heinric ende Margriete van Limborch
Boeve van Hamtone
Parthonopeus van Bloys
(further on: Parthonopeus)
Reinolt van Montalban
(further on: Reinolt von Montelban)
Floovent
Wrake van Regisel (sic.)
(further on: Wrake van Ragisel)
Names like Perchevael or Karl und Elegast can refer to a work, a text or a source.
Within this thesis I therefore choose the following terminology:
•

The terms ‘manuscript tradition’ and ‘text’ are used to indicate the surviving
manuscripts or fragments. To put it differently: the material that has come
down to us in its physical shape.

•

In contrast, the terms ‘work’ and ‘narrative’ are used to designate the story
itself, covering all kinds of written productions.

18
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•

Finally, the work which constitutes the example of a copy or translation is
called the ‘source’.

In this thesis, I am primarily concerned with the extant manuscripts or text fragments.
A specification of the corpus is therefore needed. The table on the next page
comprises the names and the shelfmarks of the texts that constitute the definitive
corpus.
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Table 1
Text
Aiol
Alexanders geesten
Boeve van Hamtone
Eneasroman
Floovent
Floyris
Florz inde Blanzeflors
Henric und Claredamye
Historie van Troyen
Karlmeinet Compilation
Karl und Elegast
Karl und Galie B
Karl und Galie D
Karl und Galie K/m/H

Karl und Galie (Karlm.)
Morant und Galie M
Morant und Galie
(Karlm.)

Shelfmark
Leiden, UB, BPL 1049; Brussel, KB, IV 816 (olim: Hasselt,
Rijksarchief, fragm. neerl. 6)
München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, cod. germ. 41
Düsseldorf, Universitätsbibliothek, K3: F 86
--- [oldest fragment: München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, cgm
5249 (19)]
Neurenberg, Bibliothek des Germanischen Nationalmuseums, 18.423
Trier, Stadtbibliothek, Mappe X, mhd. Fragmente, 13
(olim: Köln-Mülheim, Gymn. Bibl.) [lost]
Kraków, Biblioteka Jagiellónska (olim: Berlijn, Preussische
Staatsbibliothek, Germ. qu. 1303,1)
Brussel, KB, IV 927
Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, 2290
Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, 2290
Stralsund, Stadtarchiv, Hs. 142
Darmstadt, LB, cod. 3250, 3224 nr. 13 and Wolfenbüttel HAB, cod.
404.9 (5) Novi
Sigle: KK 47: Köln, Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek, cod. 5 P 63;
Sigle KB 48: Bonn, Sammlung Buchholz, o.Sign.; Sigle H: Den Haag,
KB. 131 F 5; Sigle m: (olim: Münster, Universitätsbibliothek, Fragm.
o. Sign.) [lost]
Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, 2290
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Ms. germ. 4º 666
Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, 2290

Parthonopeus

Köln, Historisches Archiv, W. 4º 322*

Perchevael P

Praha-Strahov, Památník Národního Písemnictví, 392/21

Perchevael D

Düsseldorf, Universitätsbibliothek, Dauerleihgabe der Stadt
Düsseldorf, F 23

Prosa-Lancelot M

München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 5250, nr. 25 (olim: nr.
5)

Prosa-Lancelot k

Köln, Historisches Archiv, W. fol 46*

Reinolt von Montelban

Budapest, Országos Széchényi Könyvtár, Cod. Germ. Med. Aevi 50

Reynaert G

Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, Hs. 3321

Reynaert E

Rotterdam, Gemeentebibliotheek 96 B 5 (olim: 14 G 8)

Rheinischer Merlin

Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, mgq 1409

Rolandslied (Karlm.)

Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, 2290

Roman van Heinric ende
Margriete van Limborch

Brussel, KB 18.231

Seghelijn van Jherusalem

Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Germ. fol. 922

Tristan

Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Ser. nova 3968

Wrake van Ragisel

Düsseldorf, Universitätsbibliothek, Dauerleihgabe der Stadt
Düsseldorf, F 26 a and b
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CHAPTER 1

KULTURRAUM IN THEORY

Helmut Tervooren devotes chapter 1 of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn to methodological considerations, which will be discussed in this chapter. After giving a brief
overview of his main objectives, I will examine the author’s demarcation of the
Rhine-Maas area by questioning his two principle arguments to denote the area as a
Kulturraum. The first argument is that the area is referred to in medieval sources. The
author’s retrospective view on the Rhine-Maas area is thus determined by the way
medieval people saw the domain themselves. Apart from that Tervooren focuses on
the area’s strategical position which, in his view, made it open to the writing of
innovative literature.
It will become clear that in medieval times the domain was probably not seen
as a cultural area as such. Besides, the role of Brabant as a transitional territory between Romania and Germania will be taken into consideration. It seems as if other
regions, like Brabant, also fulfill the conditions that, in Tervooren’s view, make the
Rhine-Maas area a unity.

1.

Beyond Borders

In contrast to the writing of national literary histories Tervooren’s book aims to
highlight a cultural area that extends over contemporary national borders. 47 The
author bases the necessity for a book of this type on the results of Middle Dutch and
Middle German research: it turns out that there are omissions in studies of RhineMaas literature. According to Tervooren, who focused attention on the area already in
1989, the explanation for this non-attendance can be found in the development of

47

“Die Literaturwissenschaft muss [...] einen neuen Ansatz suchen, sie muss von einer auf die Nation
gerichteten Literaturgeschichte zu einer regional ausgerichteten Literaturbetrachtung finden.”
Tervooren 2006, p. 16.
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both Middle Dutch and Middle German literary disciplines. 48 Students of literary
history probably used the same starting point as linguists. In the latter field of study,
the present-day geographical frontiers (that is to say: the frontiers as they have been
fixed after the Congress of Vienna in 1815) constitute at the same time linguistic
boundaries. Besides, linguists are able to study the history of language without
needing to know the exact way the linguistical boundaries used to run because they
examine language-immanent developments.
In contrast the production of literature is often connected to a certain domain.
Despite this difference the study of language has been equated with the study of
literature: “Man schloß von einer Begriffsreihe althochdeutsch-mittelhochdeutschneuhochdeutsch bzw. altniederländisch-mittelniederländisch-neuniederländisch auf
einen analogen Entwicklungsgang in der Literatur.” 49 Obviously, this development
did not do justice to reality. Hence, as the approach was projected on the study of medieval literature, its consequence has been that literature created in border regions (as
the Rhine-Maas area) remained outside the scope of medievalists. Especially because
the language of this literature bears traces of both German and Dutch neither of the
national disciplines felt called upon to study these texts. Since the above-mentioned
research practice turns out to be anachronistic, Tervooren proposes to shift the accent
from nation towards region.

2.

Purposes and Difficulties

The idea of studying cultural areas is not entirely new in the practice of literary history. Several studies on ‘territories’ have been published in the past years, but these
never surpassed the territories nor looked at the interaction between them:
Die an sich schon nicht häufigen Studien zur mittelalterlichen Literatur
des Raumes sind – sofern sie nicht den überragenden Autor des Raumes, nämlich Heinrich von Veldeke betreffen – in der Regel auf Territorien bezogen, auf Brabant, Geldern, Jülich, Kleve, Limburg, oder sie
sind auf die neuen Nationalstaaten gerichtet.” 50

48

H. Tervooren, ‘Statt eines Vorwortes: Literatur im Maasländisch-Niederrheinischen Raum zwischen
1150-1400’, in: ZfdPh. 108 (1989), pp. 3-19. Sonderheft.
49
Tervooren 1989, p. 5.
50
Tervooren 2006, p. 15.
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Still, as Tervooren indicates, the traces of thinking in cultural areas can be found
early. Thanks to the awareness that historical literature extends over national
boundaries scholars of the so-called ‘Bonner Schule’ have proposed the Kulturraumforschung as an alternative (see: Introduction). It is remarkable that although this
approach has such early roots, an actual handbook was published only so recently. As
explained, the research on cultural areas did in the first place occupy disciplines other
than literary studies, like history, linguistics and anthropology. 51 In practice Kulturraumforschung within literary studies proved to be problematic because it is often
unclear how a literary product is related to a specific time and location. Tervooren
thinks, though, that this difficulty is not the only reason that the Kulturraumforschung
did not find its way into the literary research practice yet. In his view, the tradition of
studying literature within national boundaries is the most dominant explanation. 52
Once this existing paradigm can be overcome the Kulturraum ideology could also be
applied to literary studies.
Tervooren’s principal aim is to use the concept of Kulturraumforschung to
describe the reception or production of medieval literature in the Rhine-Maas area:
“Nicht nur Literatur, die im Raum produziert wurde, ist aufgenommen worden, sondern auch Literatur, die dort rezipiert wurde.” 53 Thus Tervooren keeps his selection
of texts deliberately broad. In my view this decision is perfectly legitimate since the
author intends to describe the literary characteristics of an area. Both the production
and the reception of texts tell something about the literary interests within a region.
Related to this approach is the way the author deals with the material he
incorporates. According to Tervooren the task of modern-day cultural sciences is to
define their own corpuses depending on their question. The task of literary scholars
should be restrained to collecting the material, instead of interpreting it:
Die Literaturwissenschaft ist in einem solchen Forschungsrahmen mehr
als eine (beschreibende) historische Disziplin und weniger als eine
interpretierende zu verstehen, welche die Literatur in Gebrauchszusam-

51

This disadvantage is indicated by Tervooren 2006, p. 17. Aubin, Frings and Müller mention the
‘Mundartenforschung’, ‘Volkskunde’, ‘Kunsthistoriker’ and ‘Historiker’ as fields of research (p. v.)
and divide their book into three chapters: ‘Geschichte’, ‘Sprache’ and ‘Volkskunde’. See Aubin, Frings
and Müller 1926.
52
Tervooren 2006, p. 18.
53
Ibid., p. 22.
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menhängen sieht und interpretiert, wie andere Disziplinen es mit
Sprache, Gebräuchen oder Kunstgegenständen tun. 54
However, the distinction between literary scholars who collect and other scholars who
interpret is not very clear as the author states elsewhere:
Sie [die Kulturraumforschung] will vielmehr literarisches Material
sammeln, es in Gebrauchszusammenhänge stellen und so interpretieren,
dass die kulturelle, soziale und politische Infrastruktur erkennbar
wird. 55
This quotation seems to be contradictory to the previous one. Does Tervooren mean
that interpreting is the task of literary historians after all? I think that the author has
forgotten to differentiate between his own book of reference (set up according to the
Kulturraum principles) on the one side, and future research (building on to the selection of material of the book) on the other.
Finally, it is important to note that for practical and very much understandable
reasons Tervooren did not include Latin texts in his book of reference. His main aim
is to describe the vernacular tradition of the Rhine-Maas area and besides, regional
studies on Latin literature practically do not exist. 56 Yet for the sake of comprehensiveness, the author does mention important Latin works, authors and developments
that influenced the vernacular literature. Discussions about the role of Latin and the
vernacular have dominated medieval studies for almost two centuries, especially
when it comes to religious works. But in the specific case of profane epic literature
from the Rhine-Maas area, it may emerge to be more advantageous to have a closer
look on French works. Luckily, Tervooren’s book of reference offers some leads of
departure for this purpose.

3.

Demarcation of the Rhine-Maas Area

As Tervooren indicates medieval people had other views on space than people nowadays. It is important to note that their perception of space was always centered around
institutions:

54

Tervooren 2006, p. 17.
Ibid., p. 19.
56
Ibid., p. 22.
55
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Für die Beschreibung mittelalterlicher Literaturen ist ein solches auf die
Nation bezogenes Verfahren auch aus einem anderen Grunde nicht
angemessen: Die Menschen des Mittelalters hatten ein begrenztes
lokales Raumverständnis [...], kommunizierten in räumlich begrenzten
Idiomen und organisierten den Literaturbetrieb kleinräumig. Der
(mobile) Hof, das Kloster und später auch die Stadt sind die Organisationspunkte. 57
Thanks to the observation that courts were often mobile authorities Tervooren
stretches the concept of his Kulturraum-approach. A travelling retinue could have
crossed the borders of the Rhine-Maas area, and people living in border regions
probably had a border-crossing perception of their direct environment. Therefore, the
demarcation of the area should reckon with the medieval perception of space. The
example of the court shows that cultural areas also depended on social status. In
future research it might be worthwhile to examine the notion of ‘Kulturraum’ for
different strata of the population.
Despite the vagueness of its boundaries the Rhine-Maas area is seen as a unity, an autonomous cultural area. According to Tervooren he is not alone in this view:
Dass es ein Kulturraum ist, wird in der Forschung nicht ernsthaft
bestritten [...] 58
So what is it, then, that makes the Rhine-Maas area an autonomous cultural territory?
A clear-cut answer cannot be immediately given. At first Tervooren stresses that he
has to depart “von einer Definition, welche die historischen, sozialen und politischen
Gegebenheiten der untersuchten Zeit berücksichtigt.” 59 To do that the reader first has
to gain a better insight into the medieval concept of ‘land’. It is important to comprehend that the medieval perception of ‘land’ is not so much geographically bound as it
is person-bound, i.e. depending on local authorities. 60
Seen from this perspective, the Kulturraum concept already becomes more
elastic. The commission of literature depended not only on those fixed networks of

57

Tervooren 2006, p. 16-17. See also Denecke, D., ‘Straße und Weg als Lebensraum und Vermittler
zwischen entfernten Orten’, in: Herman, B., (ed.), Mensch und Umwelt im Mittelalter. Stuttgart 1986,
p. 207-223.
58
Tervooren 2006, p. 20-21.
59
Ibid., p. 19.
60
“Literatur ist ja – wie die Gönnerforschung offengelegt hat – im hohen Mittelalter in der Regel an
Personen gebunden (wiewohl der Übergang vom Personalitätsgedankten zum gebietsstaatlichen
Gedanken des Territoriums nicht vernachlässigt werden darf).” Tervooren 2006, p. 19.
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power as courts, monasteries and cities (brotherhoods, guilds etc.), but also on the
mobile individuals within.
Although the medieval concept of space seems to be determined to a large
extent by local territories (noble, spiritual or bourgeois) these centers should in Tervoorens’ view not constitute a basis for the writing of literary history. Why they are
not suitable the author does not explain. He just indicates that a few studies on local
territories have already been written. 61 The reader may conclude himself that those
studies might not offer a good starting point, probably because these literary reference
books on territories would be very scant.
But these considerations do not make the Rhine-Maas area a unity yet. This
basic assumption needs a better foundation. To demonstrate that the Rine-Maas area
does constitute a unity Tervooren offers two main arguments. Firstly, the area is
mentioned in the primary sources. Secondly, it had an exeptional intermediary position. Both arguments are discussed in the next two sections.

Demarcation of the Rhine-Maas Area in Medieval Literature
To demonstrate the autonomous status of the Rhine-Maas area, Tervooren first quotes
the author Heinrich von Veldeke. In his Het leven van Sint-Servaas Veldeke refers to
the land van der Masen tot op den Rijn, which has become the title of Tervooren’s
reference book. 62
The other author Tervooren mentions is Wolfram von Eschenbach, who states
that no painter could paint the beautiful way Parzival sat on his horse:
Von Kölne noch von Mâstricht
kein schiltaere entwürfe in baz
denn als er ûfem orse saz.

61

(Parzival, v. 14-16) 63

“Die an sich schon nicht häufigen Studien zur mittelalterlichen Literatur des Raumes sind – sofern
sie nicht den Überragenden Autor des Raumes, nämlich Heinrich von Veldeke betreffen – in der Regel
auf Territorien bezogen, auf Brabant, Geldern, Jülich, Kleve, Limburg, oder sie sind auf die neuen
Nationalstaaten gerichtet.” Tervooren 2006, p. 15.
62
Tervooren 2006, p. 20.
63
Ibid. Tervooren refers to ‘Parzival’ 158, 14-16, but it is not clear from which edition the quote is
derived.
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The first verse of this citation, pointing to the origin of the painters, Tervooren translates as “Von Köln bis Maastricht” and the phrase is consequently used as a reference
to the Rhine-Maas area. 64 In this specific case, however, I would propose an alternative reading, since his translation does not seem correct to me. Translated as
“neither from Köln nor from Maastricht”, the verses only designate two famous
cultural centers, not the land in between. This translation is plausible when one takes
recent editions of the Parzival into consideration. 65 Still, it must be admitted that
Wolfram used both cities in one frame of mind. But how much value can we attach to
that? To answer this question it is useful to make an appeal to another discipline.
As indicated in the introduction the Rhine-Maas art or ‘Art rhéno-mosan’ is
famous because of its clearly identifiable esthetics. 66 This status it had already
achieved during the Middle Ages. In an art historical sense the area could definitely
make a claim to the status of Kulturraum: “In der Traditionsreihe vom Hadelinusschrein [Visé, near Liège] zum Servatiusschrein von Maastricht, von da zum Heribertschrein und Maurinusschrein [Cologne] findet die Stilgemeinschaft zwischen
Rhein und Maas ihren schönsten Ausdruck.” 67 But also the area’s (manuscript) painting was widely known, especially after it reigned supreme in the 12th century. 68
Would it, then, not be more likely that Wolfram van Eschenbach, who lived at the end
of the 12th and the beginning of the 13th century, referred to the flourishing RhineMaas art by mentioning two cities of famous painters? This reading is supported by
the study of Joachim Bumke who writes about the industrial art in Maastricht:
“Maastricht war im 12. Jahrhundert auch Mittelpunkt einer blühenden Kunstindustrie.
Wappenmaler aus Maastricht und Köln wurden im Parzival genannt (158, 14-15).” 69
So, the only information that can be deduced from the Parzival-quotation is
that the Rhine-Maas area might have been a commonly known art-historical
Kulturraum. Of course, the possibility that its artistic qualities also concerned the
64

“Wolfram von Eschenbach z. B. spiegelt sie, wenn er in seinem ‘Parzival’ auf die vorzüglichen
Künstler im Rhein-Maas-Raum anspielt.” Tervooren 2006, p. 20.
65
Wolfram von Eschenbach. Parzival. Studienausgabe. Mhd. Text nach der 6. Ausgabe von Karl Lachmann. Übersetzung von Peter Knecht. Einführung zum Text von B. Schirok. Berlin 1998 and Wolfram
von Eschenbach, Parzival. Nach der Ausg. Karl Lachmanns revidiert und kommentiert von Eberhard
Nellmann. Übertragen von Dieter Kühn. 2 Bde. Frankfurt, Main 1994.
66
See for the term: Rhein und Maas. Legner et al. 1972 (ed.), p. 22.
67
Ibid., p. 22.
68
Van Oostrom 2006, pp. 125-127.
69
Bumke, J., Höfische Kultur. Literatur und Gesellschaft im hohen Mittelalter. Part 1. München 1986,
p. 91.
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literature must not be ruled out. But is it not underpinned either. It is likely that
Tervooren, in the establishment of his Kulturraum theory, has been influenced by the
unique art historical qualities of the Rhine-Maas area. However, what applies to one
discipline does not necessarily have to hold for another. An esthetical mode has not
been revealed for vernacular literature so far.
As Tervooren says himself, references to the Rhine-Maas domain are numerous in
Middle Dutch literature. 70 To get a clear picture of the way the Rhine-Maas area was
seen during the Middle Ages I have examined the use of the term in an extensive
corpus of Middle Dutch literature: the Cd-rom Middelnederlands. 71 One of the
youngest examples can be found in song 19, Een nyeu liedeken, from the Antwerps
Liedboek (1544), which contains a reference to the region. In this dawn song or
‘alba’, a woman laments the fact that her lover has to leave at daybreak. If she had the
key of the day she would throw it into the Maas or from the Maas into the Rhine. The
sources of this song probably go back to the years 1480-1500: 72
“Had ick den slotel van den daghe,
Ic weerpen in gheender wilder Masen,
Oft van der Masen tot in den Rijn
Al en soude hi nemmeer vonden zijn.” 73
(AL, Song 19, Een nyeu liedeken, v. 21-24)
Other references to the area can generally be found in historical works written around
or after the Battle of Worringen. In this battle, that took place in 1288, the duke of
Brabant and his allies fought against the archbishop of Cologne and several counties
in the area between Rhine and Maas (like Guelders and Limburg) in order to expand
their territory. Brabant triumphed and obtained the exclusive right to the title ‘hertog’
(duke) of Lower Lorraine. 74 Within two years after this glorious victory the first proBrabant propaganda came up. In the Rijmkroniek van Woeringen Jan van Heelu mentions the political combat. The author must have finished his work before the wed70

Tervooren 2006, p. 20.
CD-rom Middelnederlands. Woordenboeken en teksten. Den Haag / Antwerpen 1998.
72
Het Antwerps Liedboek. Van der Poel et al. (ed.), Tielt 2004. Part II, p. 82.
73
Found via Cd-rom Middelnederlands, but adjusted to the edition Het Antwerps Liedboek. Van der
Poel et al. (ed.), Tielt 2004. Part II, p. 44-45.
74
The Limburgers, who first bore this title, lost it in 1106 to Brabant. Still, the dynasty kept using the
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ding of the son of John I of Brabant with Margareta of York in 1290. 75 Since
different counties in the Rhine-Maas area were involved in the battle several
references to this domain are made, as can be seen in the following examples of an
early 15th-century copy of the work:
Tusschen Mase enten Rijn dat wesen
(Rijmkroniek van Woeringen, v. LVII);
Tusschen Mase enten Rijn te doene
(Rijmkroniek van Woeringen, v. CVIII);
Die heren tusschen Mase ende Rijn,
Ende die hertoge van Brabant [...] 76
(Rijmkroniek van Woeringen, v. DLIIDLIII)
Various authors have given attention to the Battle of Worringen since then. They also
adopted the references to the Rhine-Maas area as is the case with another Brabant
chronicler: Lodewijk van Velthem. In his part of the Spiegel Historiael, dated around
1315-1335, he writes about the dukes of Brabant:
Dat si vrede ende vast geleide
Vordane te rechte souden
Tuschen Mase ende Rijn houden. 77
(Spiegel Historiael, 5e partie, v. 3445-3447)
A few decades after that another famous Brabant author, called Jan van Boendale,
mentioned the Battle of Worringen. Between 1346 and 1351 he wrote two versions of
Dat boec der wraken, in which he describes how God punishes people who lead a
sinful life. 78 Obviously, this has also been the case with the lords of Limburg, who
have been beaten in the Battle:
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Nu merct voert die hoghe gheslachte
van Lemborch, van so groter machte,
diet al hadden in haer bedwanc
tusschen der Masen ende den Rijn lanc,
die soe groet van moede waren
dat si nieman en wouden sparen,
hoese God met sire wraken scarp
te Woeronc al ter neder warp. 79
(Dat boec vander wraken, v. 682-689)
Except for the above-mentioned verses from the Servaas-legend I did not find any
references to the Rhine-Maas area from before the 13th century. This is caused by the
scarcity of texts before the 13th century. Although it thus seems hard to comment on
the medieval view on the Rhine-Maas area, the amount of references mentioning the
Battle of Worringen is so remarkable that this event might have played a significant
role in the understanding of the Rhine-Maas region. To give this assumption more
solid ground, duke John I of Brabant can serve as an extra argument. The duke, who
occupies an exceptional position in the history of the Low Countries, is believed to
have written five songs himself. In one of them the persona mentions a woman he
loves so much that he has to be subservient to her. Between Rhine and Maas no one is
more beautiful than she is:

Entzwischen Mase unde dem Rine
Ist kein schoner danne diu mine. 80
(Menig creatiure ist plide, v. 23-24)
According to Sleiderink the songs of John I are geared to a more eastern public than
Brabant: “De liederen lijken te zijn gedicht in een Nederlands-Duitse mengtaal die
vooral in de streek rond Maas en Rijn functioneel kan zijn geweest.” 81 It is not clear
whether the songs have been written during or shortly after the Battle of Worringen,
but it seems as if the poems have been used by the duke to appeal to the Rhine-Maas
population. 82 Again, a political background is likely.
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Just like the songs of Jan I the other texts probably all serve political purposes.
The chronicles written by Brabant authors can one by one be related to the Battle of
Worringen. This battle and its preceding conflict took place in the area between Rhine
and Maas and involved dioceses, counties and duchies from that area. Is it really that
surprising, then, that the term pops up in contemporary literature so much? Nothing in
these texts indicates that the area was an autonomous cultural domain. Instead, the
term is used to designate a certain geographic-political domain related to a specific
event, culminating in 1288.
Still, contemporary people obviously had a certain understanding of the concept
‘Rhine-Maas area’. Was the region perhaps seen as a unity because of its special
position? To examine this possibility I studied the text surrounding the words ‘Rijn’,
‘Rhijn’, ‘Rin’ or ‘Rine’ and ‘Maas’, ‘Mase’ or ‘Masen’. If the Rhine-Maas area was
indeed a concept, the two rivers should often appear in combination.
To start with the Antwerps Liedboek again it becomes clear that there also is a
reference to the region Straßburg-Rhine in order to designate a foreign area. 83 The
maid of a hostelry states that she would love to go out into the world with the
youngest of three drifting horsemen, who then turns out to be a nobleman:
Doen sprac dat jonckwijf van den huys:
“Ic woude, die ioncste ruyter waere mijn
Ende ick ermede soude gaen wandelen, ja wandelen,
Van Straesborch tot op den Rijn!” 84
(AL, Song 58, Een out liedeken, v. 21-24)
This reference to the area, just as the previously mentioned one (“Ic weerpen in
gheender wilder masen / Oft vander Masen tot inder Rijn”), is not meant to indicate
a specific area. It is likely that these references were just used as formula. 85
But also the region Danube-Rhine has apparently been viewed as an area by
contemporary people. This becomes clear from the next verses from Flandrijs, in
which princess Ysabele asserts that her father is the most righteous Saracen between
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Danube and Rhine. One of the most famous writers of literary history, Jonckbloet,
stated already in 1889 that it is remarkable that the events take place in the German
area instead of Arthur’s court: 86
Ende es de gherechtichste sarrasijn
Die wont tusschen Dunauwe enten Rijn. 87
(Flandrijs, v. 110-111)
The region between Danube and Rhine is mentioned as well in the Brabantsche
yeesten of Jan van Boendale, the author who also described the battle of Worringen.88
In the following verses he writes about the Trojans who were the first owners of the
land in Western Europe, among which the Rhine-Maas area and the land between
Danube and Rhine. It is quite possible that the land between these rivers was seen as
the center of the German empire:
Ende besatent al, als wi scouwen,
Tusschen den Rijn ende der Dunauwen. 89
(Brabantsche yeesten, v. 1,167-1,168)
But also the Elbe could have demarcated the borders of the German empire, as
becomes clear from the third Spiegel historiael part of Jacob van Maerlant in which
he states that the land ‘Germania’ extended from the Elbe to the Rhine:

Tusscen der Elven enten Rijn,
Heetet Germania in onse jeesten. 90

(Spiegel historiael, 3e partie, v. 32-33)

Seen from Brabant perspective the Scheldt has marked the western frontier of the
land of Brabant. Left from the Scheldt the duchy of Flanders had its reign. Brabant
has consequently been referred to as the land between Maas and Scheldt:
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Enen coninc van machte,
Comende van Hectors geslachte,
Die dat lant inhielt met gewelt
Tusschen der Masen en den Scelt. 91
(Grimbergse Oorlog, v. 103-106)
Traditionally the Trojans held reign over an even bigger domain between Rhine and
Scheldt:
Sint wonnen sijt, met ghewelt,
Tusschen den Rijn ende der Scelt. 92
(Brabantsche yeesten, v. 1,173-1,174)
This area, equal to the former Lower Lorraine, was the area that Brabant wanted to
conquer back after the death of Godfrey III in 1190. His successor, Henry I, was only
permitted to bear the titel of his own territory ‘duke of Brabant’. The reconquest of
Lower Lorraine has been a connecting thread in the history of the Brabant dukes since
then. 93
In Middle Dutch literature areas are repeatedly demarcated by their geographical
position between rivers. The Seine and the Rhine covered an important domain of
France. The Donau sometimes exchanged for the Elbe and the Rhine defined the
Frankish (nowadays German) area. Brabant is referred to by its position between
Scheldt and Maas, and took a clear interest in the domain up to the Rhine. In any
event, ‘Germania’ seems to have started from the Rhine eastward. So whereas the
Maas had an unsteady position, the Rhine was an evident frontier.
The area between Maas and Rhine apparently was a kind of no man’s land, or
rather every man’s land, since it belonged to varying counties. The region, being a
former part of Lower Lorraine was of interest to Brabant dukes since 1190. After the
Battle of Worringen in 1288 the dukes finally succeeded in expanding their territory
towards the Rhine. Consequently the area became part of the Brabant territory. The
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Rhine marked the eastern boundary of the domain from then on, as becomes clear
from a song from the Gruuthuse manuscript, produced in 14th century Flanders. In
this song, the persona states that his heart will always belong to his lover, even if he
travelled across the Rhine. If the Gruuthuse manuscript’s most famous publisher,
Klaas Heeroma, is right, across the Rhine the foreign country starts. 94 This may imply
that the region up to the Rhine was seen as one territory.
Al warich heinen over Rijn,
Gheheel soude haer mijn hertze bliven. 95
(Gruuthuse, song 12, v. 9-10)
So far, the appearance of Rhine and Maas has only been discussed for the Middle
Dutch literature. To prevent the conclusions on the area from being one-sided, I also
examined the presence of the two rivers in Middle German texts. I used a comparable
instrument to the Cd-rom Middelnederlands in which one also has access to a large
amount of medieval texts: the Mittelhochdeutsche Begriffsdatenbank (MHDBDB). 96
The only text that I found in which Rhine and Maas both appear is Moriz van
Craûn (ca 1200). As the hero referred to in the title sets out for a tournament in order
to win his bride, he decides to arrive in a ship pulled by horses. 97 Understandably the
spectators are surprised and wonder how Moriz will possibly succeed in bringing the
ship any closer without the streams of Maas or Rhine. Both rivers are used as
metonymy for water. To what extent any value can be attached to their names, remains uncertain.
Die ditz schif gesâhen,
verren unde die nâhen,
die sprâchen: “waz sal daz sîn?
Hie enist diu Mase noch der Rîn.
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Mit wie getânen dingen
wil erz hinnen bringen?
Ez ist gar ein verloren guot.” 98
(Moriz von Craûn, v. 685-691)
In German texts rivers are also used to demarcate areas in general. In the didactic
allegory Der Renner by Hugo von Trimberg (ca 1300) the protagonist discusses all
kinds of moral issues. The verb rennen (to run) indicates this quick shifting of subjects, as well as it represents the search for the notion of God. 99 In the verses below
the narrator speaks of the distribution area of the book he composed:
Und [ich] var mit disem büechelîn
Von dem Meine biz an den Rîn,
Von der Elbe biz an die Tuonouwe. 100
(Der Renner, v. 9396-9398)
In the praise song ‘Ir sult sprechen ‘willekomen’’ (ca 1200) of Walther von der
Vogelweide, the German ladies are lauded. In the area from the Elbe to the Rhine and
back to Hungary, the ladies are better than elsewhere. Walther clearly meant to indicate the German territory, demarcated by rivers, since he refers to the German lant in
the previous stanzas as well.
“Von der Elbe unz an den Rîn
her wider unz an der Unger lant,
dâ mügen wol die besten sîn,
die ich in der welte hân erkant.” 101
(Ir sult sprechen ‘willekommen’, 5, v. 1-4)
In contrast, the 12th century anonymous song below refers to the area west from the
Rhine. A probably female first-person narrator sighs that if she owned the land from
the Rhine up to the sea she would be very willing to exchange it for having the king
of England lying in her arms: 102
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“Waere diu werlt alle mîn
von deme mere unze an den Rîn,
des wolt ich mich darben,
daz chunich von Engellant
laege an mînem arme.” 103
(Waere diu werlt alle mîn, 1, v. 1-5)
That the area west from the Rhine up to the sea was seen as one territory also
becomes clear from the next verses from the religious poem Gottes Zukunft (early 14th
century). As is not unusual in religious literature ritterschaft (knighthood) is equated
with hohfart (pride). In the poem ritterschaft is seen as a sin against which no-one is
able to resist. It is significant that this knighthood is automatically linked to the
people living in the area west of the Rhine. The following verses might offer another
example of the influential Dutch chivalrous culture, especially associated with Flanders (i.e. the verb vlaemen literally meant ‘to speak like a Fleming’, but is mostly
used to indicate speaking in a courtly manner). 104 In the verses below knighthood is
related to the entire domain left of the Rhine:
Hohfart hat soliche craft,
So groz ist die ritterschaft,
Ir kan nieman wider sin.
Von dem mere biz uf den Rin
Dribet undugent ir gewalt
Mit veiger bosheit manig valt.

(Gottes Zukunft, v. 215-220)

Summarizing we can say that if the rivers occur in combination in Middle Dutch
(Brabant) literature, they tend to indicate the territory of the united counties in the
Rhine-Maas area that played a role in the Battle of Worringen. After being annexated
by Brabant, the boundaries of the territory shifted towards the Rhine. The primary
sources offer no indications that the area was seen as an autonomous cultural area.
Following Wolfram von Eschenbach, Cologne and Maastricht were important artistic
centers. It is certain that famous artists, writers or painters, came from the RhineMaas area, but it is uncertain if the area was a Kulturraum on the level of literature as
well as on the level of art.
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Territories have obviously often been demarcated by important rivers. I think
the Rhine-Maas area therefore was referred to not so much as a cultural, but more as a
geographical area, as for instance the ‘Ardennen’ nowadays. In this geographical demarcation the Rhine played an even more important role than the Maas. People from
Brabant or Flanders saw the territory from the Rhine eastwards as a foreign area.
People from the German Empire considered the westward area (from the Rhine up to
the sea) a foreign country. In any case, the Rhine has been a clear-cut frontier.

The Strategical Position of the Rhine-Maas Area in the Middle Ages
Already in 1989 Tervooren noticed that works produced within the Rhine-Maas area
were not written in a uniform language or language-type. Instead:
Was sie verbindet, ist also das Gegenstück von dem, was eine auf eine
Region abgestimmte, sentimental gefärbte Literaturgeschichte anführen
würde. Gerade nicht die Seele einer Landschaft, die ihre Dichtungen
durchwebt, sondern das Fremde, die Adaption westlicher Vorbilder. 105
Tervooren here points to the area’s intermediary position between Romania and
Germania. The author aims to deal with the entire domain in which Romanic examples are adopted. It is this interplay from which the area’s identity is derived, as he
states in the first sentence of his reference book:
Das Land zwischen Maas und Rhein war lange Zeit ein Raum, dem
man eine Mittlerfunktion zwischen der Romania und der Germania zuschrieb. Aus dieser kulturpolitischen Funktion ergab sich seine Einheit
und erwuchs seine Lebensart und seine Kultur. 106
This citation is not unambiguous. At first sight it seems as if the singularity of the
area is founded on cultural interaction, which, in turn, is based on a linguistic difference (the Romanic and Germanic languages). In the next sentence, however, Tervooren suddenly mentions the area’s cultural-political function, which implies that
the linguistical difference (Romania-Germania) constitutes a cultural-political difference at the same time. A cultural unity and way of life should have developed out of
this cultural-political function. This rapid succession of arguments is a bit hard to
follow. Unfortunately Tervooren did not clarify the use of the term ‘kulturpolitisch’,
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nor the fact that the area had a cultural-political function. This would have been
useful, because the area consisted of several cultural-political unities: the counties and
dioceses.
Thus the notions of language, culture and politics are mixed up. This is
impractical because the political and cultural situation within the Low Countries is
complicated as it is. Tervooren could not have possibly meant that the linguistical
difference between Romania and Germania coincides with cultural-political differences. To give an example: at some points in history the bilingual (language) court of
Brabant (political) had the same literary or artistic (cultural) interests as the AngloNorman court. 107 Although Tervooren uses the term ‘cultural-political’ it becomes
clear that he primarily defines the Rhine-Maas area on the basis of the interacting
fields of language. The author explicitly indicates that we cannot equate the notion of
‘Kulturraum’ with a single court, monastery or city, principally because of the relations between cultural centers. The main distinctive feature of the Rhine-Maas area
seems to be a linguistical one. I therefore chose to maintain the linguistical definition
in this thesis.
In Tervoorens view the area is typified by an interplay between the Romanic
and Germanic language. It is unclear, though, if the author means that the main
characteristic is the translation of French into Dutch/German works or simply the
functioning of works in both languages next to each other.
The majority of profane epic works Tervooren mentions in chapter 4 of his
book are based on French originals. With a reasonable certainty the works Aiol,
Floyris und Blancheflor, Tristan und Isolde, the Eneasroman, Henric und Claredamye and Perceval go back to French sources. For these works there indeed seems
to be an interaction between Romanic and Germanic literary traditions. But the direct
translation of French works is also characteristic to almost the entire Middle High
German tradition, with works like the Trojaroman, the Rolandslied, Iwein, Parzival
and Erec as its most famous examples. Other works Tervooren incorporates can also
be traced back to different origins. Karel ende Elegast which is the fourth narrative of
the Karlmeinet-Kompilation is believed to be of Dutch, maybe even Brabant,
origin. 108 For the Lancelot Middle Dutch influences are assumed. The Nibelungen107
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lied, which Tervooren squeezed into his book of reference with the greatest effort, has
come down to us in a Brabant manuscript, but originated in German areas. 109
Especially in the 14th and 15th century, as the Rhine-Maas area seems to have had an
important function as transfer-area of Germanic literature, direct influence of the
Romania seems to have completely dissappeared. Texts like Van den Vos Reynaerde,
the Roman van Heinric ende Margriete van Limborgh, Seghelijn van Jherusalem and
the works of Jacob van Maerlant are just some examples of works that functioned
within the Rhine-Maas area, but which were no direct translations from the French.
(See also: Chapter II.2).
The interplay between Romanic and Germanic works in the Rhine-Maas
region is not typical for this area only. The more eastward, the greater the need was
for Germanic translations, as becomes very clear from the example of duke John I of
Brabant, who probably composed Germanic poetry to reach the people in the east of
his territory. Besides, the interplay between Romania and Germania seems to be more
apparent around the year 1200, when literature first appeared in the vernacular.
A related problem is the possible Brabant origin of works Tervooren incorporates, which calls for a closer examination of the areas left of the Maas (See:
Chapter II.2).
A comparison with the court of Flanders shows that during the time the Aiol
and the Floyris were made, French, or to be more precise Picard, was still the medium
of communication in the south of Flanders and for the Flemish nobility (that is to say,
besides Latin). This French-speaking nobility did not have the need for a translation
of French works. In contrast, the Rhine-Maas region is distinguished by its translating
of vernacular works (French) into another vernacular language (Dutch/German).
Apparently, the intended audience of this area did not understand enough French,
although this might have applied to only some strata of society.
The rise of Middle Dutch literature in Flanders can also be explained from the
perspective of social classes. Whereas the Flemish nobility initiated the production of
French literature, the bourgeoisie might have been responsible for a Middle Dutch
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literature production from the 13th century onwards, which makes Flanders strictly
speaking a Romania-Germania area as well. 110
Now let’s have a closer look at Brabant. It proves to be a difficult task to
determine the language of the literature produced at this court. Luckily, the recent
dissertation of Remco Sleiderink offers some leads for further research. One of his
most important findings is that the language at the Brabant court depended on the
duke, the time and the public. At the beginning of the 12th century the court of
Brabant maintained strong relationships with the German Empire. This probably led
to a certain influence of German literature on the literary life of Brabant. 111 Sleiderink
even distinguishes between the Dutch or German dialects, which he thinks to have
been used variegated at the court: “Vermoedelijk werden ook aan het Brabantse hof
Nederlandse en Duitse dialecten zonder noemenswaardige problemen naast en door
elkaar gebruikt.” 112
In somewhat later times, during the reign of Hendrik I and Hendrik II (11901248), it is well possible that French was used at the Brabant court as well as German
and Dutch. 113 As Brabant was oriented towards Germany in its politics, it is likely
that the language at the Brabant court is a witness of this bias. 114
Around the middle of the 13th century there is a shift towards the French
language. Initiated by Hendrik III of Brabant, and continued by his widow, the
French-speaking Aleide van Bourgondië, a lot more attention was given to French
literature. 115
As mentioned before, duke John I of Brabant wrote love songs in a DutchGerman mixed-language during his reign (1267-1294). Sleiderink calls that surprising
because the form of the songs is inspired by a French forme fixe and the French
language has occupied an important position at the Brabant court. 116 Brabant charters
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were mainly written in Picard during that period. 117 It is quite conceivable that the
Dutch-German mixed-language was used only for political purposes, or more specifically as propaganda towards the eastern populace, whereas the French remained the
principal language of communication. 118
The 14th century was a flourishing period for Dutch literature at the Brabant
court, not only with regard to literature. For the preparation of charters and the communication between noblemen the Dutch language was preferred from that time onwards. 119
For Brabant there are no indications that French works were translated into
Germanic ones, as is the case with works from the Rhine-Maas area. Still, there is a
matter of Romanic-Germanic interplay in Brabant. Perhaps the works that were translated belong to a different literary tradition than the not-translated ones. As Sleiderink
indicates: “De literaire circuits van het Frans en het Nederlands waren in hoge mate
van elkaar gescheiden, waarbij de tweetalige hertog vaak de enige schakel lijkt te zijn
geweest.” 120 So Brabant can be seen as a Romania-Germania area as well. More
research should be done on the types of works for which a certain language was preferred. These studies should focus on specific cultural centers because the status and
function of a certain language can differ from Maecenas to Maecenas and from
audience to audience. Whereas the Dutch/German songs of John I of Brabant could
have aimed at the population of the Rhine-Maas area, the ‘love’ treatise Puissance
d’amour, was probably written for a noble audience, most likely the duke himself. 121
In future research the different strata of society merit particular attention.
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Sleiderink 2003, p. 85.
A closer look at this topic is needed, especially since there have been even more Latin charters. As
Lusignan states: “Under the dukes John the First and John the Second, that is from twelve sixty-eight
to thirteen twelve, seventy per cent of charters are in Latin, twenty five per cent are in Picard, and five
per cent in Flemish. (p. 5)” In: Lusignan, S., ‘Picard French: Language and public administration in
medieval northern France’, written version of the video conference, read in behalf of Multilingualism
in the Middle Ages. Montreal 2008, p. 1-12. Consulted via: Multilingualism in the Middle Ages.
http://www.wun.ac.uk/multilingualism/seminars.html.
119
Sleiderink 2003, p. 106.
120
Ibid., p. 169.
121
Ibid., p. 81. The treatise describes the way the duke has to make a pass at a woman, first by carefully making advances, eventually by using physical strength. Sleiderink 2003, pp. 80-84.
118
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4.

Conclusions: a Brabant Suburb?

A few things have become clear. An important observation is that ‘the’ Rhine-Maas
area seems to have been a variable entity. First of all the region is of different importance within different disciplines. The fact that Cologne and Maastricht are referred to
as artistical cities in the Parzival strengthens the impression that these cities within
the area were well-known for their art. The example also shows that the making of
cultural products was connected with cultural centers, such as cities or single courts,
rather than with the entire region. There is no textual evidence that the whole region
was seen as a cultural area. If mentioned at all, the Rhine-Maas area was more likely
considered a geographical area only, instead of an autonomous cultural domain.
Another observation is that the region’s significance in the production of literature is changeable. Keeping in mind that the literature that has come down to us
from before 1288 is very scarce, the only reference to the Rhine-Maas area can be
found in the Servaas-legend of Hendrik van Veldeke (which is not a profane epic
text). After 1288 the area became part of duchy of Brabant. The importance and influence of Brabant seems to be underestimated in the research on the Rhine-Maas area.
Perhaps, the latter was part of a bigger entity since 1288. It is quite possible that the
region belonged to the furthest corners of the Brabant duchy, in which case French
was not understood and a Germanic language was required. Since the role of Brabant
seems to be fundamental for the studying of the Rhine-Maas area, the territory is discussed in chapter II.2.
The ‘Romania-Germania condition’ Tervooren attributed to the Rhine-Maas
area only prevails in earlier times and does not make it a unique domain. Also Brabant meets these conditions to a certain extent. Especially in the 14th and 15th century,
the Rhine-Maas area seems to have had a prominent transfer-position, whereby works
from the Netherlands became known in German areas. This topic is discussed in
chapter II.1.
In other words, the literary activity within the Rhine-Maas region differs regarding time, location and literary function. Distinctions should be made between the
Rhine-Maas area as transfer-area, place of origin, production area, reception area and
dialectological area of literature. It is worthwhile to pay more attention to different
cultural centers that might have stimulated the production of reception of literature
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within the Rhine-Maas region (see: chapter III). To be able to say more about these
observations, a closer look on the actual corpus is needed first.
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CHAPTER II

KULTURRAUM IN PRACTICE

The focus of this chapter is on the practical advantages and disadvantages of the Kulturraum concept. The actual manuscript tradition is taken as a starting point. After all,
the functioning of literature within the Rhine-Maas area is deduced from the manuscripts that have come down to us. The primary profane epic literature as selected by
Tervooren in chapter 4 of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn therefore constitutes the
corpus of this chapter. An overview of this material can be found on page 20.
In examining to what extent the concept of Kulturraum is a useful way to
study the Rhine-Maas area, I decided to classify the manuscript tradition on the level
of chronology, location and genre. These topics are elaborated in the next three corresponding sections. By focusing on different ways to arrange the extant fragments it is
possible to shed light on the usefulness of the Kulturraum concept from different perspectives. For example, does the Kulturraum theory apply to the Rhine-Maas area
through different periods of time? And can the idea of a Kulturraum be maintained if
we focus on different locations within the area?
As will become clear, the idea appears to be more applicable if well-defined
periods and areas are distinguished than if the entire Rhine-Maas area is considered a
continuing coherent unity. Especially in section 3 more attention is given to the questions of the researcher, that differ from the fixed concept of the Rhine-Maas
Kulturraum. The last section is devoted to the Eneasroman since this romance has an
influential status in both theory shaping and practice of the Kulturraum research.

1.

Chronology

Discussing the chronology of profane epic Rhine-Maas literature is walking on thin
ice. An accurate dating of a vernacular medieval text is exceptional, especially for
texts written in the 12th and 13th century. A second difficulty is to determine how
much time passed between the creation of a narrative and its manuscript (text)
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tradition. Luckily, medievalists often seem to be successful in establishing the relative
chronology, the order in which the surviving fragments were written, which is often
determined by means of paleographical characteristics. 122 In the words of Gerritsen:
“Tegenover de kwellende onzekerheid omtrent de datering van veel Middelnederlandse litteraire werken staat een betrekkelijke zekerheid ten aanzien van de datering
van de bronnen waarin die werken zijn overgeleverd.” 123 The relative chronology is
the guiding thread of this section.
For a division within this long period of time to be discussed, I roughly rely
on the structure of Tervooren’s reference book, as the author distinguishes between
‘Der höfische Roman und die Chanson de geste um 1200’ and ‘Epische Dichtung im
späteren Mittelalter’. Although Tervooren does not define his notion of ‘spät’, the
dating of the incorporated works shows that the later period approximately starts after
1300. In quite a lot of prominent studies this year is considered a turning point as
well. The researchers Jan Goossens, Maurits Gysseling and Joachim Bumke observed
that the production of both Middle Dutch and Middle German manuscripts shows a
considerable increase from this time onwards. 124
Tervooren’s discussion on the independent works within the two sections
mentioned above, is not chronologically organized. Besides, the notion of ‘early’ and
‘later’ times is not consequently used, that is to say: some works belonging to one
section are discussed in the other. It is my aim to discuss the chronology of the
incorporated works systematically, with regard to the division into a period before
and a period after 1300. By focussing on the literary climate of the Rhine-Maas area
throughout the years, it becomes clear that literary accents can be observed within a
certain period of time.

Early Times
As noted above, manuscripts were produced on a larger scale after 1300. Also Jan
Willem Klein’s publication on the (re)dating of the Middle Dutch chivalric literature,

122

C.f. Kienhorst, H., ‘De Wrake van Ragisel-fragmenten. Lay-out en opkomst van het literaire handschrift in de dertiende eeuw.’, in: Jaarboek voor Nederlandse Boekgeschiedenis 6 (1999), pp. 49-66.
123
Gerritsen, W.P., ‘Geschiedverhaal of schetskaart.’ in: De nieuwe taalgids 68 (1975), pp. 89-109,
esp. p. 104.
124
See for a short survey: Goossens, J. ‘De schamele resten van de vroege Rijn-Maaslandse epiek’, in:
Verslagen en Mededelingen van de Koninklijke Academie voor Nederlandse Taal- en Letterkunde 115
(2005), pp. 53-72, esp. pp. 53-54.
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which contains a list of 152 surviving chivalric texts, shows this significant increase
of manuscripts. 125 Twelve of these texts are likely to have originated before 1300.
The rest of them was probably created around or after 1300.
The table below shows the twelve earliest surviving Middle Dutch manuscripts and fragments, copied from Klein’s study. In the representation of the years
the superscript numbers 1 and 2 indicate the first and second half of the century
respectively, whereas the letters a to d refer to the corresponding quarters. Since the
author gives an overview of extant texts, different versions of one narrative (i.e.
Floris and Perchevael) are incorporated. It is remarkable that the majority of the early
texts can be related to the Rhine-Maas area in some way. In the list below the texts
Tervooren incorporates in his book are marked in bold.

Table 2
1. Floyris ende Blantseflur

Trier, Stadtbibliothek, Mappe X, mhd. Fragmente, 13

Kraków, Bibl. Jagiellonska (olim Berlijn, Preuss.
2. Ongeïdentificeerd 1
(Karelroman) [=Heinrich und Staatsbibl.,
Claredamye]
Germ.qu. 1303,1)

c. 1200
XIII1

3. Aiol (1)

Leiden, UB, BPL 1049; Brussel, KB, IV 816

<1200

4. Boeve van Hamtone

Düsseldorf, UB, K3: F 86

XIII2

5. Tristan

Wenen, Österr. Nat.bibl., Ser. nova 3968

XIII2

6. Alexanders Geesten

Gent, UB, 2749,6

XIIId

7. Floris ende Blancefloer

Leiden UB, Ltk. 2040

XIIId

8. Parthonopeus van Bloys

Trier, Stadtbibl., Mappe IV, Deutsche Fragm., 3;
XIIId
Berlijn, Staatsbibl. Preuss. Kulturbes., Germ.fol. 757,22

9. Perchevael

Luik, Bibl. génér. de l'Univ., 1333

XIIId

10. Wrake van Ragisel

Düsseldorf, UB, F 26,b; Leiden, UB, BPL 3085

XIIId

11. Perchevael

Praag-Strahov, Mus. Nationale Letterk., 392/21

<1300

12. Perchevael

Düsseldorf, UB, F 23

≤1300

The principal conclusion that can be drawn from this table is that the oldest fragments
that have come down to us can be connected with the Rhine-Maas area. If the surviving fragments are representative for the actual manuscript production in the Low
Countries, the roots of the Middle Dutch written literature can thus be ascribed to this
area. In research it is generally assumed that these fragments are close copies of the
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Klein, J.W., ‘”Het getal zijner jaren is onnaspeurlijk”. Een herijking van de dateringen van de
handschriften en fragmenten met Middelnederlandse ridderepiek’, in: Tijdschrift voor Nederlandse
Taal- en Letterkunde 111 (1995), pp. 1-23, esp. pp. 13-17.
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original translation from a French source, which means that works and texts almost
coincide at this early stage.
Not all literature from the Rhine-Maas area is considered ‘Dutch’ enough to
be incorporated in Klein’s list. Due to Klein’s point of perspective, which is determined by the traditional national boundaries, some texts that are incorporated in
Tervooren’s book are not included in the overview. For an understanding of chronology it might be valuable to make a similar list that incorporates all profane epic
literature that Tervooren collected for the Rhine-Maas area.
It is important to note that such a list was made by Jan Goossens in 1995. 126 In
his search for general tendencies in the early Middle Dutch text tradition, he
examined the surviving fragments in relation to their localisation. Although the article
offers some interesting thoughts for a counterbalance in the Kulturraum discussion,
some of Goossens’ assumptions are superseded and some of the fragments he mentions have been redated since then. I will use his overview as a starting point and
complete it with new insights.
In the list below, the data of the manuscript fragments are adjusted to up-todate literature, for which the reference book of Tervooren will be taken as a reliable
point of departure. In some aspects, though, his work is lacking in accuracy. For
example, since Tervooren does not differentiate between narratives, texts and extant
fragments, I first make an inventory of the surviving ‘text carriers’ before compiling
this list. After all, my starting point is the tradition of actual text fragments. I am not
too critical when it comes to the origin of the fragments, since section II.2 is devoted
to the problems of localisation.
In secondary literature the earliest four ‘Dutch’ profane epic romances are practically
always bracketed together. It concerns: Floyris, Aiol, Henric und Claredamye and
Tristant. 127 Relying on the communis opinio and on paleographical characteristics, I
date the Floyris fragment a bit earlier than Klein suggests, around 1170. The shape of
the littera textualis is very close to that of the Carolingian minuscule. Compared to
the other manuscripts, the fragment without a doubt looks the most archaic. Because
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Goossens, J., ‘Op zoek naar lijnen in de ontluikende Middelnederlandse letterkunde’, in: Van
Oostrom, F. et al. (ed.), Grote lijnen. Syntheses over Middelnederlandse letterkunde. Amsterdam 1995,
pp. 27-46 and 176-179.
127
C.f. Van Oostrom 2006, pp. 175-185 and Goossens 2005, pp. 53-72.
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of these reasons, Winkelman, in his dissertation, even considers the year 1180 a
terminus ante quem. 128 A Ripuarian translation of the French narrative Floire et
Blanchefleur, called Flors inde Blanzeflors, appeared in the beginning of the 13th
century. 129
Consensus seems to exist about the datings of Aiol (ca. 1220), Henric und
Claredamye (XIII1) and Tristant (ca. 1250). Despite the fact that these fragments represent the earliest Middle Dutch text tradition, a few decades lie between their times
of creation.
As the Eneasroman by Hendrik van Veldeke has only survived in Middle
High German manuscripts (see: section Eneasroman), we do not find the romance in
Klein’s survey. The initiative to write the work can probably be dated contemporary
to Floyris und Blancheflor, that is to say, shortly after 1170. 130 In research it is generally assumed that Veldeke put the finishing touch on the original version of the work
between 1184 and 1186. 131 The oldest surviving Middle High German manuscript,
shelfmark München, SB, cgm 5249(19), dates back to the end of the 12th century. 132
Apart from the Eneasroman two narratives from the Karlmeinet Compilation
can be added to Klein’s list. Although the Compilation itself was probably written
between 1470-1480, early Ripuarian fragments of Karl und Galie (originating between 1215-1225) and Morant und Galie (originating between 1225-1230) demonstrate the 13th century origin of the works. 133
Also the Prosa-Lancelot seems to have known such an early reception. Written between 1215 and 1225, this narrative found a great demand in the Low Countries
and German empire already in the first third of the 13th century. 134 Tervooren makes
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Winkelman, J.H., Die Brückenpächter- und die Turmwächterepisode im ‘Trierer Floyris’ und in der
‘Version aristocratique’ des altfranzösischen Florisromans. Amsterdam 1977 (Amsterdamer Publikationen zur Sprache und Literatur, Bd. 27), p. 14.
129
Beckers in: VL II (19802), col. 760.
130
Heinrich von Veldeke, Eneasroman. Mittelhochdeutsch/Neuhochdeutsch. Nach dem Text von L.
Ettmüller ins Neuhochdeutsche übersetzt, mit einem Stellenkommentar und einem Nachwort von D.
Kartschoke, Stuttgart 1986 (Universal-Bibliothek 8303. Reclam.), p. 857.
131
Ibid., p. 857.
132
Klein, Th., ‘Ermittlung, Darstellung und Deutung von Verbreitungstypen in der Handschriftenüberlieferung mittelhochdeutscher Epik’, in: Honemann, V. and N.F. Palmer (ed.), Deutsche Handschriften 1100-1400. Oxforder Kolloquium 1985. Tübingen 1988, pp. 110-167, esp. p. 141.
133
Beckers, H., ‘Die Karlmeinet-Kompilation: Eine deutsche vita poetica Karoli Magni aus dem
frühen 14. Jahrhundert’, in: Besamusca, B. et al. (ed.), Cyclification. The Development of Narrative
Cycles in the Chansons de Geste and the Arthurian Romances. Amsterdam/Oxford/New York/Tokyo
1994, pp. 113-117, esp. pp. 113-114.
134
Tervooren 2006, p. 104.
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an attempt to connect the Prosa-Lancelot with the Rhine-Maas area as well, mainly
by following the laws of logic. The reception of the Prosa-Lancelot in the Netherlands, the way of reception from Romania via northwest Germania and the German
tradition radius from North to South make it plausible that there was a reception of
the material in the Rhine-Maas area. 135 Apart from that there is a little piece of evidence for a 13th-century reception in the area between Rhine and Maas. The so-called
Münchener Bruchstück (cgm 5250/25) is a Ripuarian witness of the Prosa-Lancelot
from the middle of the 13th century, and may have been written by someone from the
Low Countries. 136
For no apparent reason, Tervooren assigns Boeve de Hamtone to the section
‘Epische Dichtung im späteren Mittelalter’, whereas the manuscript occupies the
fourth earliest position of Klein’s list. The surviving fragment is generally dated at the
second half of the 13th century. 137 The location remains uncertain. Gysseling locates
the manuscript in the eastern part of Brabant, whereas Beckers thinks the fragment
originated in the East Middle Dutch or Lower Rhine area. 138
The same considerations should be made with regard to the tradition of Van
den Vos Reynaerde, also included under the heading ‘Epische Dichtung im späteren
Mittelalter”. This work was written in 13th century Flanders. Yet its oldest text witnesses can be found in Lower Rhine regions. Fragment E (Darmstadt, Hessische
Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, Hs. 3321) was probably written in Limburg, in the
last quarter of the 13th century, and must therefore have been contemporary to the
Perchevael fragments. 139 A second fragment, G (Rotterdam, Gemeentebibliotheek 96
B 5 (olim: 14 G 8)) is the oldest fragment of the work and originated between 12601280 in the area around Geldern and Kleve. 140
135

Ibid.
Steinhoff, H.H., ‘Lancelot in Germany’, in: Dover, C. (ed.), A Companion to the Lancelot-Grail
Cycle. Cambridge 2003, pp. 173-184, esp. p. 174.
137
Tervooren 2006, p. 111. See also: Kienhorst, H., De handschriften van de Middelnederlandse
ridderepiek. Een codicologische beschrijving. Part I. Deventer 1988 (Deventer Studiën 9), p. 22.
138
Kienhorst 1988, p. 22 referring to Beckers, H., ‘Boeue van Hamtone. Ein neuentdecktes Düsseldorfer Bruchstück einer bisher unbekannten mittelniederländischen Versbearbeitung des altfranzösischen Bueve de Hantone’ in: Zweihundert Jahre Landes- und Stadtbibliothek Düsseldorf (Veröffentlichungen der Landes- und Stadtbibliothek Düsseldorf) 6. Düsseldorf 1970, pp. 75-98, esp. pp.
96-98 and Gysseling, M., Corpus van Middelnederlandse teksten (tot en met het jaar 1300), Reeks II.
Literaire handschriften, dl. 1. Fragmenten. Uitgegeven door M. Gysseling m.m.v. en van woordindices voorzien door W. Pijnenburg. ’s-Gravenhage 1980, pp. 348.
139
Reynaert in tweevoud. Deel 1, Van den vos Reynaerde. Bouwman, A. and B. Besamusca (ed). Amsterdam 2002. p. 194.
140
Reynaert in tweevoud. Bouwman and Besamusca 2002 (ed.), pp. 194-195.
136
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Finally, two fragments of the Perchevael-narrative can be connected with the
Rhine-Maas area. The fragment Praag-Strahov, Mus. Nationale Letterk., 392/21 is a
Ripuarian witness from the end of the 13th century. 141 Little consensus seems to exist
about the dating and localisation of the other fragment, Düsseldorf, Universitätsbibliothek, Dauerleihgabe der Stadt Düsseldorf, F 23. At the moment, an origin in the
last quarter of the 13th century is generally assumed. 142
The list below comprises the text fragments of the early Rhine-Maas literature
put in chronological order. The datings of the fragments are derived from Van der
Masen tot op den Rijn as much as possible. Wherever the dates Tervooren mentions
have been in contradiction with other studies, I have adjusted them to other up-to-date
publications. Since Ripuarian texts can be distinguised from other Rhine-Maas texts
on a linguistical level, the bold [R] between square brackets indicates a Ripuarian
origin.

Table 3
Text and Origin

Shelfmark

Tradition

1. Floyris (ca 1170)

Trier, Stadtbibliothek, Mappe X, mhd. Fragmente, 13

ca 1170

2. Eneasroman (ca 1185)

München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, cgm 5249 (19) <1200

3. Henric und Claredamye
(XIII1)

Kraków, Biblioteka Jagiellónska (olim: Berlijn,
Preussische Staatsbibliothek, Germ. qu. 1303,1)

XIII1

4. Aiol (XII/XIII)

Leiden, UB, BPL 1049; Brussel, KB, IV 816 (olim:
Hasselt, Rijksarchief, fragm. neerl. 6)

ca 1220

5. [R] Flors inde Blanzeflors
(ca 1170)

(olim: Köln-Mülheim, Gymn. Bibl.) [lost]

XIII1

6. [R] Prosa-Lancelot M
(XIII1)

München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 5250, nr. XIIIm
25 (olim: nr. 5)

7. [R] Karl und Galie B
(c. 1215-1225)

Stralsund, Stadtarchiv, Hs. 142

ca 1260-1270

8. Reynaert G. (XIII1)

Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und
Hochschulbibliothek, Hs. 3321

ca 1260-1280

9. [R] Karl und Galie D
(ca 1215-1225)

Darmstadt, LB, cod. 3250, 3224 nr. 13 and
Wolfenbüttel HAB, cod. 404.9 (5) Novi

ca 1270-1280

10. [R] Karl und Galie K/m/H Sigle: KK 47: Köln, Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek,
(ca 1215-1225)
cod. 5 P 63; Sigle KB 48: Bonn, Sammlung Buchholz,
o.Sign.; Sigle H: Den Haag, KB. 131 F 5; Sigle m:
(olim: Münster, Universitätsbibliothek, Fragm. o.
Sign.) [lost]

XIIId
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Oppenhuis-de Jong, S.I., De Middelnederlandse Perceval-traditie. Inleiding en editie van de bewaarde fragmenten van een Middelnederlandse vertaling van de Perceval of Conte du Graal van
Chretien de Troyes, en de Percevael in de Lancelotcompilatie. Hilversum 2003 (Middelnederlandse
Lancelotromans IX), p. 21.
142
Ibid., p. 17, esp. footnote 47.
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11. Reynaert E. (XIII1)

Rotterdam, Gemeentebibliotheek 96 B 5 (olim: 14 G
8)

XIIId

12. Boeve van Hamtone
(XIII2)

Düsseldorf, Universitätsbibliothek, K3: F 86

XIII2

13. Tristan (1150-1175)

Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Ser. nova
3968

XIII2

14. [R] Perchevael (XIIIa)

Praha-Strahov, Památník Národního Písemnictví,
392/21

<1300

15. [R] Perchevael (XIIIa)

Düsseldorf, Universitätsbibliothek, Dauerleihgabe der ≤1300
Stadt Düsseldorf, F 23.

16. [R] Morant und Galie
(ca 1225-1230)

Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
Ms. germ. 4º 666

ca 1300-1320

The overall development of the early literature in the Rhine-Maas area has been summarized by Goossens as follows:
De Franse epische mode heeft zich met haar spectrum van subgenres aan
Maas en Nederrijn vroeger doorgezet dan in Ripuarië [...] 143
To actually be able to say something about the development of the earliest Dutch/
German literature, other genres should be taken into account as well. But the table
above shows the same pattern as Goossens’s observation: the earliest Rhine-Maas
literature was not Ripuarian. Perhaps this means that, even for this unique period of
earliest literature, more precise locations within ‘the’ Rhine-Maas area should be
regarded.

Later Times
From ca 1300 onwards the production of literature emerged on a larger scale in both
Germany and the Low Countries. The question addressed in this section is to what extent the Rhine-Maas area shared in this prosperity. A closer look on the section ‘Epische Dichtung im späteren Mittelalter’ is needed. What conclusions can be drawn
about the tradition of surving fragments in later times?
From the epos Reinolt von Montelban several pieces from the later Middle
Ages have come down to us. The so-called ‘Günser Fragment’ (Boedapest, Nationale
Bibliotheek Széchényi, Cod. Germ. 50) originated in the first third of the 14th century
and was named after the West Hungarian place where it was found. 144 The attribution

143
144
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to the Rhine-Maas area is problematic. Whereas Dutch researchers think the idiom
points to the area of Kleve, German researchers label the language ‘Middle Dutch’,
‘Middle Low German’ or ‘Westphalian’. 145
Although Tervooren assigned it to the section ‘Der höfische Roman und die
Chanson de geste um 1200’, the Ripuarian fragment Berlin, SBB-PK mgq 1409 of the
Rheinischer Merlin was probably created in the second quarter of the 14th century.
The classic romance Alexanders geesten, written before 1260 by Jacob van
Maerlant, was copied around 1400 in the southern Low Franconian area, as fragment
München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, cod. germ. 41 demonstrates.
Relating the Seghelijn van Jherusalem to the Rhine-Maas area is problematic.
Originating in 14th-century Flanders, a copy is only preserved in the Berlijnse Liederenhandschrift (1410-1430), a miscellany containing lovesongs that are written in a
Middle High German / Dutch mixed language. 146 The Seghelijn part was possibly
written in Westphalia, between 1412-1415. 147
Brussel, K.B. 18.231 is a copy of the Roman van Heinric ende Margriete van
Limborgh. The original romance was written in Brabant, probably around 1300. The
copy, that originates from northern Ripuarian or Low Franconian areas can be dated
between 1420 and 1430. 148
Another work of Maerlant, the Historie van Troyen, has been preserved in a
complete manuscript (Brussel, K.B., IV 927) which has been copied between 14701480 in the entourage of the ‘Amtsmann’ Wessel van den Loe, who lived in the area
of Kleef and Geldern. 149
Apart from the 13th-century Münchener Bruchstück of the Prosa-Lancelot,
this story was inserted in a Ripuarian manuscript (Köln, Historisches Archiv, W. fol
46*) which originated in Cologne in 1476.
A Ripuarian copy has also been made of the famous Karel ende Elegast story,
which has come down to us as the fourth part of the Karlmeinet Compilation
(Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek, 2290). Although it is assumed that the Compilation originated around 1320-1350, the surviving codex is
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dated ca 1480. 150 The codex also contains the complete narratives Karl und Galie,
Morant and Galie and the Rolandslied.
The rich tradition of the Partonopeus de Blois includes a Ripuarian adaptation
as well. The manuscript, held under shelfmark Köln, Historisches Archiv, W. 4º
322*, probably dates back to the end of the 15th century. 151
The already-mentioned romance Reinolt von Montelban can be connected to
the Rhine-Maas area in several ways. Two versions of the narrative Historie van sent
Reinolt can be assigned to Cologne: a manuscript from ca 1450 and a print from
1493. 152 A Middle High German translation of the Middle Dutch narrative was made
around 1470 at the court of Heidelberg [see also: chapter III]. 153
An exceptional position is reserved for two, Flemish or Brabant, fragments
that were both found in the Rhine-Maas area, where they had been covers for archive
material. Since we do not know for sure if these fragments served as literature there
during the Middle Ages (and did not come into the region as packing material), it is
difficult to draw conclusions about the chronology of their literary reception. It concerns the chanson de geste Floovent and the Wrake van Ragisel. According to
Kienhorst the Floovent fragments were written in the middle of the 14th century in
western Middle Dutch areas, probably in Brabant. The original work might have
originated in Flanders. Yet, the fragments were discovered in the Schwanenburg
castle in Kleve in 1862. This implies that they might have known a reception in the
lower Rhine area. An eastward distribution is very likely because the manuscript
originated in Flanders, shows Brabant characteristics and was discovered in Kleve.
Tervooren notes: “Sie sind spät und wohl zufällig als Einschlag von Gerichts-
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protokollen aus dem südlichen Geldern (Grefrath) nach Kleve gekommen.” 154 When
exactly this happened remains unclear.
Similar considerations should be made for the Wrake van Ragisel fragment,
originating in western Middle Dutch areas. In 1988 Hans Kienhorst believed the fragment to be of Flemish origin, but in 1999 he presupposed the copy to be WestBrabant. 155 Maybe therefore Tervooren hesitatingly writes that the piece came “Aus
Flandern (vielleicht auch aus Brabant)”. 156 No matter what the exact location of production might have been, the fragments were found at the Lower Rhine. The question
remains for what time a reception of the text can be assumed for the Rhine-Maas area.
Because of this uncertainty, I have not included them in the list below.

Table 4
Text and Origin

Shelfmark

Tradition

1. Reinolt von Montelban
(<1200)

Budapest, Országos Széchényi Könyvtár, Cod. Germ. XIV1/3
Med. Aevi 50

2. [R] Rheinischer Merlin
(XIIIm-IVb)

Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
mgq 1409

3. Alexanders geesten (12571260)

München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, cod. germ. 41 ca 1400

4. Seghelijn van Jherusalem
(XIVm)

Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
Germ. fol. 922

1412-1415

5. [R] Roman van Heinric ende
Margriete van Limborgh
(1291-1318)

Brussel, KB 18.231

1420-1430

XIVb

6. Historie van Troyen (ca 1264) Brussel, KB, IV 927

1470-1480

7. [R] Prosa-Lancelot (12151230)

Köln, Historisches Archiv, W. fol 46*

1476

8. [R] Karl und Galie, Morant
und Galie, Karl und Elegast,
Rolandslied (ca 1100-1230
resp.)

Darmstadt, Hessische Landes- und
Hochschulbibliothek, 2290

ca 1480

9. [R] Parthonopeus (XIId)

Köln, Historisches Archiv, W. 4º 322*

<XV

It is striking how little material has come down to us from the 14th century. And without a doubt, the amount of manuscript fragments in the 15th century would be just as
scarce if the area was demarcated more severely and Ripuarian witnesses were ig-
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nored. In future studies on the late Rhine-Maas literature Ripuarian literary centers
merit particular attention.

Conclusions
The observation that there is a connection between the Rhine-Maas area and the
earliest tradition of Middle Dutch and Middle German literature is not new. It is the
point of departure of many literary histories and other studies. Profane epic vernacular literature first appeared in the Rhine-Maas area, then in the western Low Countries and the German empire. 157 It cannot be a coincidence that the roots of Middle
Dutch (and maybe Middle German) literature can all be found in the same region.
With considerable certainty, the Middle Dutch manuscript tradition originated in the
Rhine-Maas area. As already indicated in chapter 1, the explanation for this could be
that for the Flemish (and Brabant) court French was the literary language. In more
eastern domains French was not understood, so if these areas wanted to participate in
literary developments, they were compelled to make translations: “Het was vertalen
of afzijdig blijven.” 158
The number of surviving manuscripts is rather limited, especially after 1300.
Contradictory to the development of manuscript production in the Low Countries and
the German Empire in the 14th century, the part of the Rhine-Maas area in the making
of manuscripts seems to have been played out (that is, if the manuscript tradition can
be seen as representative for the actual production of manuscripts, see also section 2).
Flanders and Brabant must have taken over the main role of Dutch manuscript
manufacturing as the amount of extant manuscripts demonstrates. It is worthwhile to
examine to what extent the Battle of Worringen could be an explanation for the
disappearance of Rhine-Maas literature, since this historical event (1288) practically
coincides with the decreasing literary production in the area (‘around 1300’).
After ca 1300 the dissemination of manuscripts produced in important cultural
centers (Flanders and Brabant) evidently extended towards the area between Rhine
and Maas. An explanation for this is offered in a study of Evert van den Berg. Where157
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as Flanders was a flourishing production center of manuscripts in the 13th century, the
territory experienced a political-economic-cultural downturn in the beginning of the
14th century: “Is het een wonder dat er in zo’n situatie weinig emplooi is voor dichters
en dat een aantal de wijk neemt naar Brabant, dat onder de regering van Jan II (12941312) en Jan III (1312-1355) een zekere mate van rust en welvaart wist te bereiken?” 159 This hypothetical argument offers a good explanation for the stream of literature from Flanders en Brabant in the later Middle Ages (see also Chapter II.2). The
Middle Dutch and Middle High German fragments that are found in the Rhine-Maas
area could be evidence of this literary import.
An exclusive aspect of the Rhine-Maas area is that it is the first region from
which Germanic literature has survived. But does this mean that, retrospectively, Tervooren could have used this argument to consider the area a Kulturraum? Already in
the late 13th century Germanic literature also appeared within Flanders for the first
time. What makes the Rhine-Maas area special is that is is responsible for the earliest
appearance of Germanic texts, as Aiol, Floyris, Heinrich und Claredamye and Tristan
demonstrate. With all these fragments, source and text practically coincide. So, for
these texts, produced around 1200 (or ‘um 1200’ in the words of Tervooren), the
Rhine-Maas area can be considered a Kulturraum. When it comes to literary traditions no exclusive rights are reserved for the area between Rhine and Maas. Literary
modes were inspired by and copied from French sources. In an examination of the
early literary Rhine-Maas tradition the vernacular literature can not be disconnected
from these French counterparts. Closer examination will have to show if literary subjects, traditions and styles within the Rhine-Maas area differ from other translation
traditions.
For the period after 1300 there is a lot of literary activity in the areas around
Cologne. The share of Ripuarian copies might be connected to the importance of the
city of Cologne at that time. Cologne (as well as Liège) was extremely important
when it comes to the production of religious Latin texts, something which can be related to the amount of schools within the area. 160 It seems as if the production and
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reception of manuscripts depend on important cultural centers whose influence is
clearly related to a specific period rather than on the area as a whole.

2.

Location

In discussing the profane epic literature of the Rhine-Maas area, Tervooren notes:
Dieser Raum ist damals eine innovative Literaturlandschaft, die ihre
Muster aus der angrenzenden Romania holt und nach Süden, Südosten
und Osten weitergibt, ein klassisches Übergangsland also. 161
He states that special position of the Rhine-Maas area is determined by two important
factors. In the first place there is the adaptation of Romanic literary examples. Subsequently, the Germanic translations are passed on to other Germanic areas. The two
important questions that are answered first in this section are whether the Rhine-Maas
literature was really created after French models and if the area must indeed be considered a transitional land. After that a closer look is taken at the position of Brabant
and Guelders and their possible involvement in the development of literature within
the area. Finally the role of Flanders is discussed.

From Romania towards Germania?
The interplay between Romanic and Germanic works is an important characteristic of
the Rhine-Maas area. This interplay can be understood in various ways, but judging
from the above-mentioned quotation, Tervooren sees the adaptation of French literary
examples into a Germanic language as a distinctive element. In order to examine the
amount of translated French source texts, the literary works that, with considerable
certainty, were translated from the French are listed below, in the middle column. A
distinction between the different kinds of attribution must be made. Some texts were
clearly translated from a French source text. Others might just have been inspired by
a French literary tradition and some might have known a Dutch/German preliminary
stage. In the case of the Reinolt von Montelban this means that the direct source is
labeled ‘Dutch preliminary stage’, although its original source text was derived from
Frankish areas.
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Because of the assumption that the Rhine-Maas area was an “Übergangsland”,
the right column represents the possible dissemination of the text. The label ‘yes’
means that the specific text, or a close copy produced in the Rhine-Maas area, was the
basis of a further adaptation elsewhere. Since no direct relation can be assumed for
the Reinolt of the Rhine-Maas area and further Germanic adaptations, this implies
that the dissemination is marked with a narrow line, notwithstanding the extensive
German tradition of the translated Dutch Reinolt.

Table 5
Text

Source

Dissemination

1. Floyris

French

---

2. Eneasroman

French

Yes (MHGerman)

3. Henic und Claredamye

French

---

4. Aiol

French

---

5. [R] Flors inde Blanzeflors

French?

---

6. [R] Prosa-Lancelot

French + Dutch elements

---

7. [R] Karl und Galie B

Ripuarian?

Yes (Karlmeinet)

8. Reynaert G

Flemish preliminary stage

---

9. [R] Karl und Galie D

Ripuarian?

Yes (Karlmeinet)

10. [R] Karl und Galie K/m/H

Ripuarian?

Yes (Karlmeinet)

11. Reynaert E

Flemish preliminary stage

---

12. Boeve van Hamtone

Flemish preliminary stage

---

13. Tristan

French + original elements

---

14. [R] Perchevael

French

---

15. [R] Perchevael

French

---

16. [R] Morant und Galie

Ripuarian?

Yes (Karlmeinet)

17. Reinolt von Montalban

Brabant?

---

18. [R]Rheinischer Merlin

Ripuarian

---

19. Alexanders geesten

Flemish

---

20. Seghelijn van Jherusalem

Flemish

Printed

21. [R] Roman van Heinric ende Margriete Brabant
van Limborgh

Yes

22. Historie van Troyen

---

Dutch

23. [R] Prosa-Lancelot

Dutch

---

24. [R] Karl und Galie, Morant und Galie,
Karl und Elegast, Rolandslied

Ripuarian + Dutch

---

25. [R] Parthonopeus

Brabant?

---

This table shows that the earliest Rhine-Maas literature was indeed directly translated
from French sources. This observation is not new. Already in 1988 Theo Coun depic-
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ted the stream of French material into the area of Limburg. 162 The black triangles
show a movement from the south to the north.

Figure 2: Distribution of Literature before 1288

Apart from the Eneasroman none of these texts have been transmitted to other
German areas. This leads to the observation that the Rhine-Maas has an exceptional
status when it comes to literature production before the 1300. As far as we know, it
was within the Rhine-Maas area that the first Germanic vernacular profane epic
literature appeared. But unlike Tervooren’s assumption, this literature was not passed
on to other Germanic regions. And shortly after its phenomenal appearance the production of new Rhine-Maas literature came to an end.
How is it possible that so much emphasis is put on the idea of the Rhine-Maas
area as a transfer region? It seems as if Tervooren was governed by the fortunes of the
Eneasroman in his development of the transfer theory. The following fragment in
which he compares the works of Veldeke with Floyris, Aiol and Tristan illustrates
this:
Man gesteht ihnen Transferqualitäten zu und zählt sie zur regionalen
Literatur des Maaslandes. Für eine solche Qualifizierung gibt es sicher
Gründe, vor allem die breite Überlieferung Veldekes im Oberland und
die fehlende Rezeption in dem Niederland, aber sie ist sicher auch
anachronistisch. 163
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Tervooren does not explain why the transfer qualifications are anachronistic, nor does
he elucidate the fact that he nevertheless supports them. What becomes clear from
this quote and from the introduction of chapter 4, is that he sees the Eneasroman as
the prototype for the distribution of French literature into Germanic areas, whereas it
is, in fact, the only case (see: section 4, The Eneasroman as an Exception).

Towards Germania
French works constituted the sources of the earliest Rhine-Maas literature, but this
phenomenon does not apply to the entire Middle Ages. A change can be observed
already with the Prosa-Lancelot (XIIIm), which is the first text that is claimed to bear
Dutch characteristics. Tervooren follows a long tradition of research by presuming
that the narrative was copied from a Dutch work which constituted the intermediate
stage between the French source and the Middle High German translation. 164 The
recent dissertation of Katja Rothstein leads to another conclusion. She states that the
Lancelot-fragment (nr. 6) was copied from a Middle High German work now lost. 165
This Middle High German narrative was created by means of contamination: the
copyist would have used a French as well as a Dutch source. 166 The linguistical and
literary exchange within the Rhine-Maas area created a climate in which such a
contamination was able to come into existence. 167
From the Prosa-Lancelot (nr. 6) onwards the adaptation of works starts off.
Most adaptations of a later date were made of the narratives Karl und Galie and Morant und Galie, both as independent works and as a part of compilations. Presumably
because of its popularity, the size of the tradition and the interest in Charlemagne,
these works reappear in the extensive Karlmeinet Compilation. Elements of the two
narratives can be found in France and Spain, but I found no indications that the works
of both countries are related with the Rhine-Maas area in some way or another. 168 It
is generally assumed that Karl und Galie and Morant und Galie were produced
164
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around Aachen and Cologne respectively. They also never had influence outside the
Rhine-Maas area; both texts reappear in the Karlmeinet Compilation, which
originated around Cologne. Thus they cannot be seen as transfer products in the
narrow sense of the word.
Already in the 13th century two copies of the Flemish Reynaert can be ascribed to the Rhine-Maas area. Judging by the dialect of the fragments it is likely that
they were copied within the Rhine-Maas area. The only difference with the other
early texts is that the source text was not French, but Flemish. Perhaps the enormous
popularity of Reynaert-narratives during the Middle Ages could explain the fact that
two of such early copies have survived. Can it be a coincidence that the first Dutch
source text of which a translation has come down to us is seen as the masterpiece of
Middle Dutch literature? 169
Roughly from the early 14th century onwards, French sources served their turn
and Dutch sources gained the upper hand, as the examples of Reinolt von Montelban,
Alexanders geesten, Seghelijn van Jherusalem, Roman van Heinric ende Margriete
van Limborgh, Historie van Troyen, Prosa-Lancelot and Partonopeus demonstrate. It
is possible that imported texts as the Floovent, the Wrake van Ragisel and the Middle
High German examples mentioned on p. 113 of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn are
examples of the Germanic transfer culture as well, but it is not certain if these texts
still served as literature when they reached the Rhine-Maas area. Perhaps they were
used only to cover administrative documents. If they did they would be exclusive
‘transfer’ products, meaning that they were not even adapted to the dialect of the area.
They simply would have known a reception as actual import products.
Theo Coun mapped the import of Dutch works in the Rhine-Maas region. His
corpus is less extensive compared to the table above, since he primarily focuses on
the court of Guelders. 170 Still, the black triangles show a clear movement from the
north to the south.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Literature after 1288

The map could be supplemented with eastward-pointing arrows to demonstrate the
Flemish and Brabant origin of some texts, like the Brabant Roman van Heinric ende
Margriete van Limborgh.
What the figure does not tell us is that imported literature was passed on to
other Germanic areas, in contrast to the earlier romances that were translated from the
French. It seems as if the designation ‘transfer area’ certainly holds for this later
period. 171 The distinctive element is that the examples were not taken from the
Romania anymore.

Causes: Guelders and Brabant?
The remarkable changes in literary activity as noted above did not come out of thin
air. An explanation for the disappearance of ‘original’ literature is given by Theo
Coun. Whereas I presuppose the year 1300 to mark the changing point from Romanic
to Germanic sources and from no transfer to transfer, Coun assumes that this change
is related to the Battle of Worringen, which gives him a more concrete date (1288):
De chronologische samenhang tussen het verdwijnen van de hofliteratuur en de Slag bij Woeringen lijkt me onloochenbaar. [...] Dat de
hofliteratuur na Woeringen verdwijnt, schijnt m.i. bijgevolg minder te
wijten aan de Brabantse expansie, dan wel aan de verzwakking van
Gelre dat blijkbaar een centrale rol in die literatuur speelde. 172
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There are some presumptions underlying this quote, for example that Guelders was
involved in the production of texts like Aiol, Tristan, Eneasroman and Floyris and
that this literature was court literature.
If the disappearance of literature is indeed connected with the weakening of
Guelders, we first have to be sure that this region played an important role in the production of literature. After Coun’s article, the idea of Guelders as a center of literary
production has been adopted in several other studies, like Tervooren’s overview of
Rhine-Maas literature in 1989 and Winkelman’s contribution ‘Tristant in Gelderland’
in 1998. 173 In both studies, Aiol, Floyris and Tristan are related to the court of Guelders. According to Sleiderink (2003) this relation is mainly based on dialectological
characteristics. 174 Because of these characteristics, Tervooren situates Floyris in the
region Viersen-Krefeld, Aiol around Venlo and Tristan in the triangle NijmegenArnheim-Elten. Since no copies of the Eneasroman (Eneide) survived in the RhineMaas area, the romance is related both to Kleve and Maastricht. These are the only
verifiable cities in Veldeke’s biography. 175 The figure below shows the location of
these early works. The triangles again indicate the southern origin of the sources. 176

Figure 4: Location of the Earliest Rhine-Maas Literature
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As well as the court of Guelders Brabant might have played a role of significance. In
his dissertation on the influence of the Brabant duke on the literary life, Remco Sleiderink wrote about the earliest ‘Dutch’ literary texts:
Mogelijk heeft het Brabantse hof gediend als verbindingsschakel tussen
de verschillende taalgebieden. [...] Men was aan het Brabantse hof ongetwijfeld ontvankelijker voor Franse invloed dan de meeste hoven in
de streek tussen Maas en Rijn. 177
This assumption is founded on geographical logic and on the origin of Veldekes
Servaas and the Eneasroman. Sleiderink claims that the two female patrons behind
these works were both related to the duke Godfrey III of Brabant. Thanks to the close
family ties between Loon (Servaas), Kleef (Eneasroman) and Brabant, the early
literary traffic is likely to have reached Brabant, or to have been initiated there. 178
Another family relation that could have influenced the production of literature
concerns queen Aleide, daughter of the Brabant dukt Godfrey I, who was given in
marriage to the Anglo-Norman king Henry I in 1121. 179 She, in turn, was the aunt of
Godfrey III of Brabant. Sleiderink thinks it is possible that she became acquainted
with Anglo-Norman literature, like the Roman d’Eneas, during her residence at this
court, and that she could have brought back this literature to the milieu of Veldeke
after the death of her husband. 180
Sleiderink also concedes that there is no certainty at all about the influence of
the Brabant court in the development of the earliest literature that was translated from
the French. He only obliquely hints at other texts, as Floyris, Tristan, Aiol, Karl und
Galie and Morant und Galie. 181 Of these texts, Aiol seems to be a dubious case. On
the subject of epics within Brabant Sleiderink indicates: “De enige mogelijke representant is een grensgeval: de Limburgse Aiol, die volgens Gysseling in Venlo ontstaan moet zijn, op de grens van Brabant en Limburg/Rijnland.” 182
Following Sleiderink’s line of reasoning, perhaps Brabant connections to the
Tristan can be made as well – albeit rather forced. Although the Tristan is probably to
connect with the Guelders court, it is quite possible that import of the narrative came
177
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from Brabant circles. Also before the Battle of Worringen, the relationships between
Brabant and Guelders were difficult. After the duke of Guelders lost one of his battles
with Brabant in 1203, the Brabant dukes kept exerting influence on the court of Guelders. 183 It is not impossible that literary modes could have reached the court as well.
Apart from this political influence, there were close family ties between the dukes of
Brabant and Guelders. In order to reconcile both parties Gerard of Guelders married
Margaretha of Brabant. Winkelman asserts that their son, Otto II, might have been the
Maecenas of the Tristan. 184 Although it is rather speculative to assume Brabant influence because of family ties, these considerations stress the importance of regarding
personal connections as a cause of the distribution of literature.
Could the Battle of Worringen perhaps be the cause for the disappearance of ‘original’ literature within the Rhine-Maas region? I think it is plausible that the losses of
Guelders could have cost the court its literary engagement. But the traces of a flourishing literary life before 1288 are also scarce. 185 The Brabant share in literature production must be reconsidered, both before and after the Battle. It is therefore essential
to think about other possible explanations. Perhaps the rise of Flanders as production
center of Germanic literature influenced the production of profane epic literature in its
surrounding territories. Whether this is also the case with other types of literature is
something that needs further examination. If the book business within Flanders was
flourishing, it could have been cheaper to import works from this territory than to
produce them within the Rhine-Maas area. The literary status of Flanders could be the
explanation for the shift from French to Dutch sources. From the year 1300 onwards
the Flemish sources probably had an established reputation. In translating French
sources, Flanders might not have been the first region, but it was certainly a unique
one, as the next section will show.
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Literary Parallels
The last important feature I would like to focus on is the fact that some of the early
Rhine-Maas narratives were translated from the French within Flanders as well.
Examples of this parallel translation process are the Flemish Aiol and Floris ende
Blanchefloer. For the sake of completeness it must be noted that there are also Brabant translations that have a Flemish counterpart (i.e. Borchgravinne van Vergi and
Rose). Joost van Driel has embarked upon the causes of these parallel translations.
Why put all these efforts into making a new translation if one was already available?
In his view there are three possible reasons. He put forward that Flemish authors were
unaware of existing translations. Another explanation might be that they had different
esthetical conventions. They could also have been intentionally in competition with
their eastern neighbour authors. 186 All these reasons could serve as arguments to consider Flanders a Kulturraum during a time to be determined. The definition of
‘Kulturraum’ should then not only take into account factors like the (isolated) domain
or a group of people, but it should also regard a certain esthetical awareness. In future
research on Kulturraum theories, esthetical conventions could be worth further examination. If a group of texts is based on a literary model, insights could be gained
into the coherence of this group and its literary taste, which can be used to uncover
literary games or allusions. Socio-historical data could also be verified, such as the
connection to a literary center.
The difficulty for the Rhine-Maas literature is that its authors or copyists did
not have such a highly developed esthetical culture. Instead, they were very early in
experimenting to find a certain style and shape for a new kind of literature. On the
other hand, this searching for the right literary tone might be characteristic to a Kulturraum, especially when these experiments share common ground.

Conclusions
Concluding from the previous two sections it can be said that there is an interesting
discrepancy between the translation of source texts and transfer. Roughly before 1300
French sources were translated into a Germanic language. For this period, one can
speak of literature production, since source and work almost coincide. Contrary to
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what Tervooren assumes, exactly this literature was not passed on to other areas.
Instead, it disappeared. From the 14th century onwards, there was a lot of import of
texts, mainly from Brabant and Flanders. Literature production seems to have given
way to literature transfer. Some of these texts have been passed on. This tendency is
visualized in the following simplified scheme:
< 1300 >
French source

Dutch source

No transfer

Transfer

The courts of Brabant and Guelders must not be ruled out when studying the RhineMaas literature. Especially Brabant seems to have been a vital link. Family ties probably determined the distribution and production of literature from the Rhine-Maas area
to a large extent. For studying medieval literature, it might be useful to construct a
file which contains family relations and the political ambitions of influential rulers
and their women, who seemed to have played a significant role in the production of
literature. When represented digitally and well-organized, searching this file in different ways may offer the possibility to find unexpected relations between possible
patrons and literary works.

3.

Genres, Matières and Subject Matters

Van der Masen tot op den Rijn is principally arranged according to genres. 187 Chapters 3 to 5 highlight the triplet spiritual literature, epic literature and lyric, and they
are followed by chapters about genres such as Minnereden, danse macabre, drama
and historiography. Within the covering frame of this division into genres, Tervooren
distinguishes other groups of texts. For the epic literature he speaks about Charlemagne epics and Arthurian romances. 188 These groups of texts are generally named
‘genres’ as well. To avoid confusion, I will label them ‘matters’, in contrast to even
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more specific ‘subject matters’, which encompass themes that can turn up in various
matters, as will be explained further on. The relation of certain matters to the covering
genres is visualized in the scheme below:
Literature

profane epic

Genres

Matters

Arthur Charlemagne

...

spiritual

legends mysticism ....

lyric

profane religious

...

...

In this section, the genre-division and the matters are discussed first. What are the
consequences of a classification into genres and matters for the studying of Kulturraum-literature? Secondly, the focus will be on more specific subject matters. Is there
material which is favoured within the Rhine-Maas area? Which themes are
emphasized? What does this say about the area as a Kulturraum?

The Consequences of a Genre-View
Genres are a tricky business. Since they are always constructions they are also always
susceptible to criticism. Even if medieval constructions like the genre division of Jean
Bodel (see below) are used, the question remains if they can really be applied to
medieval texts. On the other hand genres increase the workability with medieval
texts. It is not my intention to criticize Tervooren for organizing the book according
to genres. That is a different and often repeated discussion. I am curious to know
whether and how the genre division contributes to the studying of Kulturräume. Both
genres and cultural areas are constructed phenomena and they must not stand in each
other’s way.
As explained in the introduction, I am concerned with profane epic literature:
the material of chapter 4 of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. Other epic texts, like
religious ones, are dealt with elsewhere in Tervooren’s reference book (c.f. the
legends of Servatius and Brandaan). As has been noted by several reviewers, this
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principle sometimes leads to friction, as is the case with spiritual drama. 189 In chapter
4 a problem on the level of genres occurs in the case of the Rheinischer Merlin. Ever
since the prophet Merlin appeared together with the person that would become known
as king Arthur in the chronicle Historia regum Brittanniae (ca 1136), the narratives
of Merlin are rated among the Arthurian romances. One of the primary characteristics
of this Arthurian literature is the amount of magical elements. 190 These elements are
removed from the Rheinischer Merlin:
Charakteristisch für die Merlingestalt in diesem Fragment ist eine konsequente Verchristlichung der Figur – Merlin ist der Prophet, der
Magier ist eliminiert –, so dass mit Blick auf die Überlieferungsgeschichte mit der Lüthild-Legende an eine Merlin-Legende gedacht
werden kann. Die Zugehörigkeit zum arturischen Roman [...] ist nirgends thematisiert [...] 191
In the Rheinischer Merlin no references to Arthurian literature are made. The
characteristical magical elements are also left out. Although this is remarkable, the
upgrading of religious elements (and the elimination of non-religious ones) is not
unique to the Arthurian romance. 192 The Rheinischer Merlin, though, surpasses the
status of a religiously-biased adventure and meets the conditions of a legend, an
impression that is reinforced by the tradition of the text: it has been bound with
another legend, the Lüthild. If Tervooren is right about the legendary status, we are
dealing with a character (Merlin) that was borrowed from the Arthurian literature and
adopted into another genre, the legend. It is thus more appropriate if the text would
have been discussed in chapter 3 about spiritual literature. On the other hand the
Rheinischer Merlin might demonstrate that profane epic Arthurian material was
known within the Rhine-Maas area.
Hence, we are dealing with a text which shares characteristics of two genres.
One could discuss whether the narrative belongs in the chapter about spiritual
literature, profane literature or in both, but in all cases one eventually finds out about
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the special status of the text by reading Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. The obstacle
is that a quick comparison with the Lüthild legend is complicated, because in this case
the latter text is not given further consideration in the reference book. In the case of
the Merlin this is a pity, for precisely a comparison with a legend might shed more
light on its exceptional position. A more fundamental problem is that, due to the predetermined genre-division, a comparison between the two texts does not speak for
itself, which might impede Kulturraum research. If a Kulturraum can be characterized
by a certain kind of literary interest, it is worthwhile to study the Merlin with the
Lüthild legend in relation to each other. Although Tervooren chooses a well-functioning traditional division of texts, another division might have led to more unexpected
results.
In the case of the Rheinischer Merlin, it is the work itself which bears characteristics
of two genres. For its incorporation into a reference book in which chapters are divided into genres, this problem can be overcome by referring to the text twice: once
in the spiritual chapter and once in the profane one. As has been indicated the real
difficulty is a more fundamental one. What should be done with works that have survived within the same codex, but belong to different genres? To demonstrate this
problem the research tradition of Floyris may serve as an example.
Only a fragment of Floyris has survived, but the end of the narrative has been
preserved among others in French and Dutch texts. Because of this we know that the
tale is connected with Charlemagne, albeit rather indirectly. In the French tale, Floire
and his beloved Blanchefleur are the grantparents of the emperor. 193 Floyris might
not belong to the Charlemagne epics in the narrow sense of the word, but its existence
can be explained from the interest in the emperor within the Rhine-Maas area: Charlemagne was canonized in Aachen in 1165. 194 In most studies the story is considered
to be an ‘eastern romance’ and is therefore disconnected from the Charlemagne epics.
The adventurous love story is a clear example of profane epic literature in any case.
Just like the Rheinischer Merlin the fragments of the Floyris belonged to a
codex in which saints’ lives were incorporated. On the basis of the paleographical
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lay-out it is beyond question that they are derived from the same codex as the
Aegidius and Silvester-fragments. 195 In Van der Masen tot op den Rijn this information can only be found by consulting the chapter about the legends, not the other
way around. This is a compositional problem, but there is a fundamental difficulty on
the level of material too: the separation of works belonging to one codex, just because
they do not fit into the same genre.
It is striking that despite this knowledge about the earliest text that has come
down to us, the Floyris is generally studied in relation to other profane texts like the
Eneasroman, Aiol and Tristan, even though the former did not leave any traces in the
Rhine-Maas area and the latter was produced almost a century after the Floyris in
more northern circles. There are good reasons to study the Floyris in relation to the
other early profane epic literature. As we have seen, Aiol and Tristan (and even the
Eneasroman) share the French origin of their text tradition and together they constitute the first profane Germanic literature. For examining a Kulturraum in the sense
of a cultural center with an esthetical and literary preference, one might wonder if it
would not be much more rewarding to focus on texts of which it is certain that they
served at the same time at the same location. In other words, the advantages of the
miscellany studies could also be applied to the studying of cultural centers.
Since 1994 miscellanies are at the centre stage of the Middle Dutch research
practice. Within the series Middeleeuwse Verzamelhandschriften uit de Nederlanden
(Medieval Miscellanies from the Low Countries) editions of medieval codices appear
almost every year. 196 The major objective of this project is to treat medieval works in
their material entity. In contrast to ‘normal’ editions the volumes of the series do not
present isolated works, but all works from one manuscript. Within the Rhine-Maas
area the material shape of a text is often the one thing from which information can be
inferred. Miscellany studies could therefore present a basis of Kulturraum theories. I
concede that Floyris is rather an exception to the rule. Only little Rhine-Maas literature has survived and loose fragments might require a different approach than the
extensive codices from the Middeleeuwse Verzamelhandschiften series. The miscellany idea should therefore be understood in a broader sense, covering not only the
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studying of texts that have been bound together, but also the examination of texts that
shared a production or reception around a cultural center within the Rhine-Maas area,
no matter how difficult that may be. The idea to study manuscripts in their material
entity is also inspired by modern views on medieval works, but the approach might
produce some unforeseen results. Whatever the case may be, justice is done to the
historical dimension of texts.

Matières
To prevent an anachronistic view on medieval profane epic literature, modern-day
genre divisions often rely on one of the very few medieval sources in which a genre
distinction is made. Already around 1200 the French author Jean Bodel subdivided
the whole of epic narratives into three matières (matters): the matière de Bretagne
(plaisant: pleasing) spinning out the narratives of king Arthur; the matière de Rome
(aprendant: instructive) covering antique material; the matière de France (aparant:
authentic) revealing the stories of Charlemagne. 197 This trisection is a result of medieval interpretation and construction as well. Medieval awareness of matters is often
used to legitimate the modern classification into Arthurian, Charlemagne and classical romances, because the surviving manuscripts can to a large extent still be
divided into these groups. The division is founded on the characteristic of epic truth,
which seems to have been important to the contemporary public. 198 The three matters
therefore constitute the point of departure of this section. But first, I would like to
have a quick look at the oldest Rhine-Maas texts, viz. the literature that was created
ca 1200, at the time when Bodel wrote about these genres. 199
Applying this model to the four earliest profane epic texts from the RhineMaas area shows that Aiol can be ranged under the matière de France, possibly
together with the Floyris-fragment. The Eneasroman belongs to the matière de Rome,
whereas the Tristan fits into the matière de Bretagne, since Arthur is mentioned in the
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fragment. The broad spectrum of matières is thus represented in the earliest RhineMaas literature. The remaining works are discussed for each matière.

Matière de France
In the case of Floyris one can doubt whether the text really belongs to the matière de
France only on the basis of a reference in the epilogue. However, it has been noticed
that medieval people from the Rhine-Maas area always had a clear interest in Charlemagne. This observation, which is not original, is supported by the relatively rich text
tradition of Karl und Galie, Morant und Galie, and their reappearance within the
Karlmeinet Compilation (which also contains the Rolandslied and Karl und Elegast).
The emperor was canonized in Aachen, in 1165 and it might therefore be no coincidence that, apart from Floyris, the earliest matière de France is found in the Ripuarian area, between Cologne and Aachen.
That there was an interest in Charlemagne matter is also proven by the text
tradition of the Renout von Montelban. Apart from the Middle Low German ‘Günser’
fragment, we have a manuscript and a print of the Historie van sent Reinolt, which
can be ascribed to the area of Cologne in the late 15th, maybe early 16th century. 200
Tervooren thinks that these adaptations can be linked to the ending of the text,
recounting the involvement of the protagonist in the construction of the Sankt-Peter
in Cologne and his being worshipped as a saint. 201 The connection of sacred and
secular may not only be found in the text tradition of the Floyris. That there is a relation between sanctity and the ‘profane’ Charlemagne matter has also been noticed
by Bernd Bastert. He thinks that there are two important cores of Charlemagne worshipping: the Saxon (or Middle Low German) area and the Ripuarian region:
Für Ripuarien, in dem sich mit Aachen, der ehemaligen Hauptpfalz und
der Grablege des Karolingers, das Epizentrum des Kultes um den heiligen Karl befand (und befindet), dürften die Motive dieser intensiven
Verehrung unmittelbar einleuchten. 202
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According to Bastert the worshipping of the emperor within the Saxon part of Germany is explained from his celebrated role as the missionary who introduced Christianity to the Saxons, as can be deduced from Latin charters (especially from the 9th to
the 11th century). 203 He remarks that both areas have been susceptible to the profane
chansons de geste because of the existing interest in Charlemagne. 204 For the Ripuarian region, this is undoubtedly the case. If this applies to the Lower German area is
more difficult to determine, since profane epic literature from this region has only
come down to us from the late 13th century onwards. 205 Instead of a well-balanced
development of literature in both Charlemagne cores, there rather seems to have been
a west-east movement of literature. In the first quarter of the 14th century, a Dutch
manuscript of Renout van Montalbaen (the ‘Günser’ fragment) was translated into
Middle Low German. 206 A print of the same work (in prose) was translated in
1493. 207 Also the Middle Low German chanson de geste Gerart van Rossiliun (13th
century) seems to have Dutch or Middle Franconian roots. 208 Perhaps the Middle
Low German translation Flos unde Blankeflos (ca 1420) can be explained from an
interest in Charlemagne as well. Do these examples really show that, because of the
worshipping of the emperor, the Lower German area was more receptive to
Charlemagne literature? According to Hartmut Beckers the Middle Low German
Loccumer Artuseposfragment might also have originated in the Rhine region, so the
phenomenon applies to other literature than Charlemagne narratives as well. 209 We do
not know about the share of Charlemagne material within the oral tradition, and yet
the written heritage rather demonstrates a general radiation of literature from the
Rhine-Maas region towards Middle Low German areas. In the words of Beckers:
Literarische Ausstrahlungen vom Rheinland nach Westfalen sind dagegen seit frühmnd. Zeit auch sonst feststellbar und haben [...] wesentliche Impulse zur Ausbildung der frühmnd. Dichtung gegeben. 210
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Matière de Bretagne
The Arthurian literature is represented by a Prosa-Lancelot-manuscript, a ProsaLancelot-fragment, two Perchevael-fragments and Tristan. 211 Apart from the Lancelot-manuscript, which was completed in 1476, these texts have most likely been written before 1300.
It is striking that the Lancelot and Perchevael fragments originate so early in
Ripuary. For both narratives a Dutch intermediary stage has been assumed in the
older literature and for both narratives the idea of such a stage has been dismissed in
more recent studies. 212 It was not a coincidence that so much value was attached to
the role of the medieval Low Countries in the adaptation of the two texts. Although a
certain degree of nationalism on the side of the researchers must not be ruled out, the
intermediary-theory was motivated by the enormous popularity of both works in the
Low Countries and the apparent Dutch linguistical elements in the German versions.
On the causes of the appearance of the matière de Bretagne within the RhineMaas area, we can only speculate. One can look at the large number of Arthurian
romances within Flanders. The first traces of Arthurian literature within this region
also date back to the 13th century. The (sourthern) Rhine-Maas fragments are believed
to go back on French sources, so that these two traditions of texts seem to have
developed independently. In further research the involvement of Ripuary in the
production or reception of Arthurian literature should receive more consideration.

Matière de Rome
No copies of the Eneasroman have survived within the Rhine-Maas area. Veldeke’s
supposed Maecenas, who lived within this area, demonstrates that there was an interest in the matière de Rome very early (see below). After a gap of two centuries there
was a new concern with the antique material. Around 1400 a copy of Maerlant’s
Alexanders geesten was made. A full decade later, the Seghelijn van Jherusalem came
into being, followed by Roman van Heinric ende Margriete van Limborch in the
years 1420-1430 and the Historie van Troyen around 1475. The increase of the
matière de Rome can be linked to the origin of these romances. As we have seen,
texts were more often derived from Brabant and Flemish areas from the early 14th
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century onwards. Evert van den Berg has claimed that there was a strong preference
for the classical matter within Brabant, resulting in stories with a classical streak. 213
Van den Berg even thinks that the later popularity of the classical romances
within Brabant can be explained from the early interest in the material within the
Rhine-Maas area:
Wat ook opmerkelijk is, is dat er ca. 1170-1190 in het Rijnland twee
klassieke ridderromans geschreven zijn, de Straatsburgse Alexander en
de Eneide. Het is verleidelijk, hier de oorsprong te zoeken van de latere
populariteit van dit genre in Brabant. 214
Some mental leaps underlie this idea, but these are not expressed. Yet they are based
on some interesting assumptions. There must have been close connections between
Brabant and the Rhine-Maas area, the content of the Eneasroman might have been
known within Brabant, and Brabant might have had an interest in the classical matter
before the material tradition of these works started off.
The first two of these assumptions have already been discussed. There probably were close connections between Brabant and the Rhine-Maas area, especially
after 1288, and also before that time. As Remco Sleiderink has argued, the patrons of
Heinrich von Veldeke probably were relatives of the Brabant duke Godfrey. 215 The
third assumption is interesting. This interest of Brabant in classical matter is generally
explained from the urge to legitimize its historical descent from the Trojans, the founders of the Holy Roman Empire. The patrons of the Eneasroman might have had
relations with Brabant, but since the Eneasroman was completed under the reign of
landgrave Hermann of Thuringia, it was the dynasty of the Hohenstaufen of Frederick
Barbarossa that could (also) claim the descent of the Trojans, something that fitted
into the emperor’s political policy as well. 216
Apart from the Trojans Charlemagne was a favourite figure to claim as an
ancestor. This can be an explanation for the amount of Charlemagne romances.
According to Heinz Thomas, Hendrik the Lion commissioned the translation of the
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Chanson de Roland. 217 He belonged to the House of Welf and probably tried to
diminish the monopoly on Charlemagne of his competing dynastie: the Hohenstaufen. 218 Perhaps the Brabant dynasty tried to compete with its German neighbours
about their rightful descent in the same way. The imperialism of Brabant in eastward
direction was seen as a threat within the German empire. 219 The power of a work in
which the German nation was glorified might have been one of the counterweights in
this struggle. The rich tradition of matière de Rome (and maybe the matiere de
France) could have come into being with thanks to various quarrels of different
dynasties.

Subject Matters
The arrangement into matières has shown that there are advantages to grouping the
material on the basis of content. It can become clear which literary interests were
favoured at certain times, from which areas matters were derived and in what areas
they were in demand.
Still, this approach is closely connected to an overall genre-division. Whereas
some works fit into the frame of the matières, others fall outside the scope of them
only because they not entirely meet the purposes. Consequently these works do not
get the attention they deserve. Parthonopeus is, for example, comparable with Floyris
because they both can be considered ‘eastern’ romances’. 220 However, Floyris has
been arranged under the matière de France because of its reference to Charlemagne,
which prevents a comparison with Parthonopeus. Parthonopeus also contains classical elements and bears resemblances to the end of the Historie van Troyen that
obviously belongs to the matière de Rome. 221
To circumvent these difficulties Wim Gerritsen proposed an alternative he
called ‘stofcomplexen’ (subject matters). Simplified, the aim of this alternative is:
Een ordening, niet op grond van een gegiste chronologie van de
litteraire verschijnselen, niet op grond van de litteraire genres, maar op
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grond van de stofcomplexen waartoe de litteraire werken behoren. Een
ordening waarbij de litteraire techniek en, in samenhang daarmee, de
graad van fictionalisering als criteria worden gehanteerd. 222
Gerritsen’s definition of subject matters strongly depends on the concepts of medieval
science and the medieval views on literature, something Paul Wackers does not agree
with. Wackers says it is too difficult to separate scholarly from literary texts and
fictional from non-fictional ones. One should therefore only employ the concept of
‘stofcomplexen’ as a standard. 223 Instead of Gerritsen’s criterion of fiction one should
use medieval division standards. Wackers proposes the Latin accessus-tradition,
which encompasses commentaries on primary texts. The author thinks that groups of
literature can be made on the basis of the strategy they use to accomplish a certain
aim. For example, Reynaerts Historie has a materia, the story of Reynaert. It also has
an intentio, meaning that it was created for the benefit of good people. Its utilitas is
that people are able to arm themselves against dirty trics. Finally, its modus agendi is
that people should make an effort to gain meaning from the story. 224 Wackers admits
that this approach is more applicable to texts that can be connected with Latin
text(types) than to typical vernacular traditions, like the chivalry romances. 225 And
that is exactly the group of texts we are dealing with.
Both studies do not offer a clear-cut method that can be applied to the RhineMaas literature, but the idea of subject matters in general is something that is
practicable. I think this notion should then be defined in terms like ‘covering themes’
or ‘substratum’, since these terms point to the characteristics that the texts have in
common. Please note that from this perspective, matières could also be subject
matters. To illustrate this approach, an example is given in the next section.

Foreign and Familiar
Recalling Parthonopeus we have seen that this text shows resemblances to Floyris
and the Historie van Troyen. In terms of genres or matières no comparison between
the three romances is allowed, even though some remarkable (intertextual) similar-
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ities can be pointed to. What the three texts among others have in common, is that
they all raise the matter of foreign and familiar in the sense that the events take place
in a foreign or even exotic setting. This way, a text like Floyris, which was rated under the matière de France can be compared to the Historie van Troyen which belongs
to the matière de Rome. Perhaps, a subject matter categorization on the basis of a
(foreign) setting might provide relief. The right column of the table below shows
why:

Table 6
Text

Direct source

Foreign & Familiar

1. Floyris

French

Eastern

2. Eneasroman

French

Classic

3. Henric und Claredamye

French

Eastern

4. Aiol

French

Eastern

5. [R] Flors inde Blanzeflors

French?

Eastern

6. [R] Prosa-Lancelot M

French + Dutch elements

7. [R] Karl und Galie B

Ripuarian?

Eastern

8. Reynaert G

Flemish preliminary stage

---

9. [R] Karl und Galie D

Ripuarian?

Eastern

10. [R] Karl und Galie K/m/H

Ripuarian?

Eastern

11. Reynaert E

Flemish preliminary stage

---

12. Boeve van Hamtone

Flemish preliminary stage

Eastern

13. Tristan

French + original elements

Western

14. [R] Perchevael P

French

Western

15. [R] Perchevael D

French

Western

16. [R] Morant und Galie M

Ripuarian?

Eastern

17. Reinolt von Montelban

Brabant?

Eastern (obliquely)

18. [R] Rheinischer Merlin

Ripuarian

---

19. Alexanders geesten

Flemish

Classic

20. Seghelijn van Jherusalem

Flemish

Classic + Eastern

21. [R] Roman van Heinric ende
Margriete van Limborgh

Brabant

Classic + Eastern

22. Historie van Troyen

Dutch

Classic

23. [R] Prosa-Lancelot k

Dutch

Western

24. [R] Karlmeinet Compilation

Ripuarian + Dutch

Eastern

25. [R] Parthonopeus

Brabant?

Classic + Eastern

Apart from the Eneasroman there is a clear preference for texts with eastern elements
before 1300, in practice implying that the friction between Saracen and Christian cultures is a common motive. From the 14th century onwards, as texts were derived from
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Brabant more often, romances with classical (also non-Christian) elements became
popular. Not all of those texts fit into the frame matière de Rome. They also combine
classical with eastern elements. Apparently, matières get mixed in later times, something that does not become clear by looking at the matières per se. Comparison with
surrounding areas should determine if this is typical for the Rhine-Maas area.

Conclusions
By highlighting the Rhine-Maas area on the basis of genres, matières and subject
matters one notices that, firstly, genres are not always suitable to study groups of
literary works, in particular the Rhine-Maas literature. This might also hold for the
corpus of this thesis. For a reference book like Tervooren’s, it might have been the
most practicable structuring principle. Even though there are (practical) arguments for
a genre-division, the studying of Kulturräume can be constrained by this in some
circumstances, as has become clear from texts like Merlin and Floyris.
Secondly, although the entire corpus cannot be squeezed into the three
matières some interesting things have become clear, like the early appearance of
Arthurian and Charlemagne epics within Ripuaria and the religious connotations of
this literature.
Thirdly, as the proposal with the subject matters has shown it can sometimes
be worthwhile to let go of the fixed ordering standards and to group the texts on the
basis of a theme of the researcher’s choice.
Finally, the possibility not to make divisions and to study the texts on the basis
of their manuscript context must not be overlooked (compare Floyris, Aegidius and
Silvester). The difficulty is that texts can often not be ascribed to a certain location.
Perhaps by starting with the certainties we will offer some interesting perspectives.

4.

The Eneasroman as an Exception

Heinrich von Veldeke (German) or Hendrik van Veldeke (Dutch) is one of the most
famous authors of the Germanic Middle Ages. He was born in the little village of
Veldeke, near to Hasselt. It is likely that he belonged to the family of ministeriales De
Veldeke, which had connections to the County of Loon and the abby of Sint-Trui-
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den. 226 Veldeke’s primary work, Het leven van Sint Servaas, was written under the
authority of countess Agnes von Loon with the encouragement of the Maastricht
sexton Hessel. 227 In this Servaas connections with the German Empire can be seen.
At the time this work was written, the Investiture Controversy reached another peak.
In this battle between the pope and the German emperor about the ultimate power
Veldeke chose the side of the emperor, just like his patrons. 228 Veldeke also aimed at
a German audience with his lyrical work. According to Thomas Klein, he used rhyme
words that would constitute perfect rhyme in both Middle High German and Limburg
dialects. 229 So although the author can be connected with several places within the
Rhine-Maas area, an eastward stress dominates his oeuvre.
It has been indicated more than once in this thesis that Veldeke’s Eneasroman
occupies a special position within the Rhine-Maas literature. The principle reason for
this is that the romance did not survive in a manuscript or fragment from the discussed area. In contrast the Middle High German text tradition is quite extensive. The
explanation for this remarkable fact has preoccupied the minds of many researchers.
They are principally concerned with the question if there ever was an Eneasroman
within the Rhine-Maas region. If so, the incorporation of the work in Van der Masen
tot op den Rijn would be perfectly legitimate. If not, the incorporation of the work
would not only be inappropriate, also its exemplary function would be unjust. To
address this question a first glance is taken at the genesis of the romance.

Historical Fiction
The history of one of the most famous and earliest Germanic romances, the Eneasroman, is a detective romance in itself. Information about its genesis is found at the
end of the work, in which Veldeke claims that he lent the unfinished manuscript of
the romance to the grâvinne (countess) of Cleves. When she married landgrave Ludwig III of Thuringia around 1174, the manuscript was supposedly stolen by a man
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named Heinrich. 230 In research it was assumed for a long time that Heinrich Raspe,
the brother of Ludwig III, was the thief. On the basis of the name Swartzburg in
several manuscripts, the thief was identified as Heinrich von Schwarzburg, a
Thuringian grave who was hostile towards Ludwig III and would have intended to
humble the landgrave by stealing the manuscripts. 231 Recently however, Tina Sabine
Weicker stamped the entire theft story as fiction. 232 She presented a well-founded
theory that Veldeke had to look for a new Maecenas after the death of his first patron.
This would explain the facts that he did not mention his first Maecenas and that he
lent his manuscript to the countess of Cleves. To conceal this painful reality and his
need for a new patron, Veldeke invented a manuscript theft. 233
Uncertainty exists about the identity of the countess of Cleves and Veldeke’s
first Maecenas. Research shows that Margaret of Cleves was generally believed to
have been the grâvinne Veldeke refers to. Remco Sleiderink, however, indicated that
in view of the dating of the romance there is only one candidate: countess Adelaide of
Sulzbach, since no other count’s daughter can be found in the genealogies. 234
Whoever the countess might have been, she was married to Ludwig III of Thuringia.
Whether the manuscript of the Eneasroman was indeed stolen or whether the theft
was just a fictional element, there is no doubt that Veldeke finished his romance in
Thuringia. An earlier production and reception of the romance within the Rhine-Maas
area is thus unlikely.

Romanic Source, Germanic Translation
The French Roman d’Eneas was created around 1160. It is assumed that Veldeke
began with his translation around 1170, using not only this French source but also a
Latin version of Vergil’s Aeneis. 235 About the language of this translation Kartschoke
writes: “Nun hat Heinrich von Veldeke aber den größeren Teil seines Eneasromans
im Limburgischen verfaßt, also im niederdeutschen Sprachgebiet”. 236 If this is true
230
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Veldeke is indeed the one exception to the rule of the lacking transfer literature in
early times: he took a French source and translated in into a Germanic language, after
which his work was passed on to other Germanic areas. Yet one could doubt if there
ever was an intermediary Eneasroman in the Rhine-Maas area and, consequently, if
the romance was written in an intermediary Germanic language. If the romance had
such an immense manuscript tradition, one would expect there to be a manuscript in a
Limburg dialect. Such a manuscript, however, does not exist. An explanation for the
lack of an intermediary Limburg manuscript could be that Veldeke chose a hyperregional written language, just like he did for his lyrical work. 237 But perhaps he
wrote Middle High German from the start. After all, the manuscript tradition is
exclusively Middle High German. The surviving manuscripts show a clear
dissemination in Middle High German regions, which makes it even more unlikely
that there was an earlier Limburg manuscript. To visualize the reach of the
dissemination I drew red arrows in the map of Thomas Klein, in which the V’s
represent the different manuscripts of the Eneasroman. 238 The residence of Hermann
of Thuringia is seen as the point from which the dissemination starts.

Figure 5: Dissemination of the Eneasroman
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The idea of a Limburg manuscript is also inconsistent with the claim of the author
himself, who wrote that he only had been able to finish his romance at the Thuringian
court, i.e. in the middle of the (Middle High) German Empire. 239 Besides, it is improbable that copies were made at the time the Eneasroman was still uncompleted.
Apart from Veldeke’s Maecenas, who would have read an unfinished romance?

Allusions to the Staufen?
Because of the remarkable genesis of the Eneasroman scholars have tried to find
differences between the first three quarters of the romance (the part before the interruption, also called the Limburg torso) and the last one (the part after the interruption). The outcome is important, for it shows whether Veldeke already aimed at a
German public before he went to Thuringia.
For a long time even the most capable experts did not find any linguistical,
stylistic or intrinsic deviations in the two parts. It was noticed that Veldeke inserted
two so-called ‘Staufer passages’ in the later part, in which the royal descent of the
Staufen was glorified. 240 Yet it is remarkable that allusions to emperorship appear
throughout the entire text, also in the Limburg torso. 241 Janssens even thinks that
Eneas’ conquest of Italy in the beginning of the romance is associated with the politics of the Staufen emperor Barbarossa regarding Italy. There are no clear indications,
though, that these references are explicitly pro-Staufen. 242 In Janssens’ view the
Eneasroman aimed from the start at the Thuringians “die keizersgezind als ze waren
met het werk nog hoger in ’s keizers gunst wilden komen.” 243 Because of the imperial
emphasize of the text he concludes that “de ridderroman van meet af aan was geschreven in een taal en met een ideologie die in sterke mate rekening hield met een
oostelijke receptie van de tekst.” 244 This kind of anticipation would fit into the rest of
Veldeke’s oeuvre. But to examine if the Staufen were the only possible beneficiaries
of the romance it is important to know who Veldeke’s first Maecenas might have
been.
239
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Veldeke and other Territories
The last aspect I would like to focus on is the possibility to connect Veldeke with
other principalities. On the basis of the dating of the Eneasroman Remco Sleiderink
thinks that its Maecenas, the grâvinne von Cleve, refers to Adelaide of Sulzbach, the
Bavarian widow of count Dirk IV of Cleves. 245 Since Agnes van Loon, who came
from the Elzas, was the woman behind the Maastricht Servaas-legend, Sleiderink
concludes:
De vrouwelijke mecenassen die Veldeke noemt, blijken dus geen van
tweeën te zijn geboren in de streek rond Maas en Nederrijn. Misschien
is dat dan ook de verklaring waarom Veldeke in zijn oeuvre zo zuinig is
met rijmwoorden die specifiek zijn voor zijn eigen geboortestreek. 246
Sleiderink automatically assumes that countess Adelaide was the Maecenas of the
romance at the same time, which is unlikely since the book was lent in Cleves. 247 As
opposed to the explicitly mentioned Thuringian landgrâve there are no textual indications for a patronage within Cleves. The only thing that can be concluded is that
there was an interest in the subject matter, thus Cleves was a reception center at the
most. An even more likely scenario is that Thuringia was the actual reception center
through the agency of Cleves. 248
In research it is believed that not Adelaide, but the unattested Margaret of
Cleves is the countess to whom Veldeke lent out his unfinished manuscript. Weicker,
on the other hand, holds the opinion that at that time Cleves was not important
enough a city to have brought forth patrons at all. 249 She thinks that Loon would be
eligible when it comes to patronage, especially considering the bindings between
Veldeke’s family and the counts of Loon. Consequently Veldeke’s first patron, Agnes
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van Loon, might also have initiated the Eneasroman. Her death before 1180 could
have caused the interruption in the writing. 250
Sleiderink observed that Agnes van Loon was a relative of Godfrey III of
Brabant. As we have seen, there were strong family ties between Loon, Cleves and
Brabant in the second half of the 12th century, which could have improved the
literary exchange between the courts. 251 What is more, the romance might have
become known via Brabant: Sleiderink carefully poses the question if Adeliza of
Leuven, the daughter of Godfrey I of Brabant, became acquinted with the Roman
d’Eneas during her residence at the Anglo-Norman court and if she might have been
the one who brought it with her after the death of her husband, Henry I. 252 In the
discussion about the possible patrons of the Eneasroman Brabant should certainly not
be disregarded.

Conclusions
Although the Eneasroman most certainly has become known in the German Empire
via Brabant or the Rhine-Maas area, there are no indications that there has ever been
an Eneasroman within these regions. If the romance had indeed been translated
directly into a Middle High German dialect, it does not differ from other translations
from the French, like the Iwein, the Rolandslied or the Parzival. If this is the case,
which is likely, the Rhine-Maas region can make no claim to being a transfer area at
the time the Eneasroman was written.
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CHAPTER III

KULTURRAUM IN THE FUTURE

From the previous two chapters a number of results with respect to Kulturraum research in the Rhine-Maas region have become clear. Three observations are particularly important. These lie at the basis of this chapter:
•

The concept of Kulturraum depends on factors as time, space and literary
function (production, reception or origin).

•

The creation of literature was linked to important cultural centers rather than
to the Rhine-Maas region as an entity.

•

The boundaries of the Rhine-Maas area should be adjusted to the questions of
the researcher.

The last observation was also made by Tervooren: “Da der Raum [...] keine
geschlossene natürliche Landschaft und auch politisch und kirchlich kein einheitliches Gebiet ist, ergeben sich je nach Standpunkt unterschiedliche Grenzen.” 253 The
shortcomings noted both in this thesis and by Tervooren himself are a reason to think
about alternatives and supplements to the pioneer study Van der Masen tot op den
Rijn. What could Kulturraum research in future research look like? In view of the
above-mentioned observations two of such supplements are presented in this chapter.
Firstly, the focus on cultural clusters as an alternative for the focus on an entire
Kulturraum is discussed in order to find out if there are advantages to that
perspective. Secondly, the role of digital databases as an aid to Kulturraum research is
considered.
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1.

Cultural Clusters

Before paying attention to the approach of cultural clusters, which differs from the
reference book’s arrangement in order of genres, it should be noted that Tervooren
also discusses his material from another perspective. Chapter 10 of Van der Masen tot
op den Rijn, ‘Literatur und Kultur an Höfen in den Niederrheinlanden’, is devoted to
specific cultural centers like Guelders, Jülich and Cleves. 254 There must have been
good reasons for incorporating such an outsider. Different from the comment of Jens
Haustein, who wrote in his review that it is unclear why Tervooren suddenly used
another paradigm than the genre-approach, the author does legitimate his choice to
give certain courts in the region special attention.255 In Tervooren’s view the focus on
courts is a way to obtain information about literary works that cannot be found in the
texts themselves. 256 As such chapter 10 can be understood as a supplement to the rest
of the reference book. With regard to the court of Cleves this can be demonstrated by
means of profane epic literature that is at the center of this thesis. According to
Tervooren works as Floyris, Aiol and Tristan can be connected with this court on the
basis of dialectological criteria. 257 It is striking that their common denominator is that
they are all such early texts. So does this approach help us any further?
It is dangerous to relate works with each other only on the basis of the dialect
of the surviving texts. Dialectological characteristics do not necessarily indicate the
origin of a work. They can also refer to the origin of the copyist. On the other hand,
as we have seen it is not an option to focus on a bigger entity like the Rhine-Maas
region, since the comparison of literature then becomes meaningless. So does the
approach used in chapter 10 of the reference book offer any general advantages?
Naturally the amount of different works indicates the literary interests at a court. At
the same time it is a limitation that the focus is only on courts. As the example of Servaas shows, both a noble woman (Agnes van Loon) and a religious sexton (Hessel)
were patrons of the work. Thus patrons from different social ranks could have been
involved in the realization of a single work. Besides, although Tervooren collects
literature from a court’s point of view, the texts with which Floyris was bound
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together (Aegidius and Silvester) are not discussed. Of course these kinds of limitations can be explained from a conscious restriction within the reference book. Studies
like Van Oostrom’s about the court of Holland and Sleiderink’s about the court of
Brabant demonstrate that highlighting one royal residence can lead to valuable results
and unexpected groupings of material. 258
In future research I think that studies on single monasteries, courts and cities
are therefore important starting points. On the other hand it is sometimes misleading
to focus on just one social stratum like a court. Because of these reasons I would like
to propose a ‘cluster’ approach. This approach implies that a collection of literary
works that are (possibly) connected with a literary center is taken as a starting point.
The cluster should be understood in a broader sense than only a court or city. It can,
for instance, be person-bound, as the person Agnes van Loon can be connected with
Servaas and perhaps with the Eneasroman as well, but it can also be codex-bound, as
the cluster Floyris, Aegidius and Silvester demonstrates. An approach of this kind
creates the opportunity to focus on literary exchange within different social groupings. It also takes relations between literary centers into account, as well as mobile
patrons and authors. Apart from that it reckons with differences in time, location and
function of the literature. The cluster approach bears some resemblances to the
German concept of Literarische Interessenbildung, which can be understood by the
question “Was bewegt Menschen, Texte hervorzubringen und zu rezipieren, zu
fördern und zu tradieren?” 259 However, whereas this German research is chiefly
dominated by contextual starting points (i.e. patrons with certain literary interests),
the cluster approach can also be concerned with similarities in content or form.
Does this proposal mean that the concept of Kulturraum is untenable? The
answer is no, for developments on an art-historical level have demonstrated that the
Rhine-Maas area can be considered a Kulturraum. The perspective of cultural areas is
also valuable when it comes to describing the earliest literature, written before or
around the Battle of Worringen. Hence the concept could be employed on clearly
defined periods and territories. In future studies Kulturraum research could therefore
be applied, for instance, to the court of Heidelberg. In the late 15th century a remark-
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able amount of profane epic texts were translated at this court, like the Kinder von
Limburg (an adaptation of the Roman van Limborch), a Prosa-Lancelot, Tandareis
und Flordibel, Pontus und Sidonie and at least three Middle Dutch Charlemagne
romances, namely Malagis, Reinolt von Montelban and Ogier. 260 The copyist and the
patron of the Charlemagne texts are not identified. 261 The more remarkable are their
similarities in tradition and translation: “Alle drie de gedichten werden omstreeks
1470 vanuit het Middelnederlands in het Rijnfrankisch, het dialect van de streek rond
Heidelberg, vertaald. In de wijze van bewerking onderscheiden ze zich niet wezenlijk
van elkaar, noch van de eerder besproken Ripuarische bewerkingen.” 262 Because of
these similarities the romances could serve as a cultural cluster as well.
Also Flanders can be seen as an actual Kulturraum even more than Brabant or
the Rhine-Maas area. This is probably caused by the lack of literary interaction between Flanders and surrounding territories: Flemish works remained in Flanders,
whereas Brabant ones remained in Brabant. 263 In the words of Van den Berg:
Verrassend is vooral, dat er zo weinig Vlaamse codices bekend zijn van
werken die elders, en met name in Brabant, ontstaan zijn. [...] Gebrek
aan interesse of gebrek aan financiële middelen? Tegen de tweede mogelijkheid pleit de royale overlevering van de autochtone literatuur,
zodat ik toch geneigd ben aan een of andere vorm van kultureel isolement te denken. 264

2.

Digital Future

Many of the remarks in this thesis and in several reviews regard the choices Tervooren made in the construction of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn. I observed a few
times that different kinds of classification could have led to different results. This
does not mean that Tervooren’s choices were incorrect, it only shows that it is a general disadvantage to the medium ‘book’ that it has a prearranged structure. The focus
of this paragraph is therefore on the advantages of digital tools.
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A great merit of Tervooren’s reference book is that for the first time such an
extensive corpus of Rhine-Maas literature is collected. Still, if a researcher five years
from now wishes to examine, for instance, the paleographical characteristics of all
12th century vernacular literature from the area between St. Trond, Maastricht and
Loon, Van der Masen tot op den Rijn is only a small part of all literature he has to
consult to select his corpus. Such a selection would be more easily to make if the
Rhine-Maas literature, as well as studies on this literature, were offered digitally.
Moreover, if a corpus of literature is not preselected by an editor, scholars themselves
have to select their material depending on their research question. Furthermore, a
preselected corpus may work narrow-minding. As we have seen a genre-division
prevents a comparison on the level of text tradition (i.e. Floyris and Silvester).
Apart from the fact that one can reselect material, the advantage of digital
tools is that information can be updated. In five or more years from now new studies
on Rhine-Maas literature might appear that exceed the merit of Tervooren’s reference
book. It is easier to make digital adjustments than it would be to change and reprint
the reference book.
Another advantage is that an appeal could be made on the knowledge of more
than one specialist, for example if a Wiki-like system is chosen. A Wiki (Hawaiian
for ‘quick’) is an application with which a collection of web pages can be modified
by (all) people who access it, with Wikipedia as its most famous result. 265 Other
advantages of a Wiki-approach are that it is possible to consult the research history
and that one can participate in specialist discussions. One can think about reserving
the right to make alterations for specialists in the field in order to maintain the
scholarly level. On the other hand it can be invigorating to lift the subject out of the
selective group of researchers and make it generally accessible. At least a discussion
forum should be opened to a broader public. It is evident that an international accessible digital database has a much larger radius than a 59,80 Euro German reference
book.
So far the advantages of digitalisation have only been discussed for secondary
literature. The possibilities of digital tools, however, are much greater. The last advantage I wish to focus on is the insertion of primary texts, both in original form as in
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edited form. The images of folia in the reference book give a first impression of what
a manuscript looks like, but they do not enable scholars to thoroughly examine paleographical characteristics. In a digital system facsimiles could be made visible with
one click of the mouse. If a database containing descriptions of the manuscripts’
paleographical characteristics is made, one will even be able to select a group of primary texts on the basis of its layout, which might lead to unanticipated results.
Similar advantages hold for edited texts, which allow the researcher to compare extensive text corpuses on word level. This method was also practised in this
thesis by using systems as the CD-rom Middelnederlands and the MHDBDB. In the
Middle Dutch field this so-called ‘woordveldonderzoek’ has led and still leads to
interesting results. 266
In Practice
What could a digital tool as discussed above look like? Both for collecting and
searching data it is suitable to create a database. This database should consist of files
containing information about the work, its content and its manuscript tradition, but it
should also enclose references to secundary literature. When connected to a browser,
it is possible to search all files on their (shared) data or on key words. It should be
possible to click through to editions and translations, facsimiles, discussion fora
(Wiki) and research histories. For setting up this database other digital tools can be
taken as a starting point. In the Middle German field one should think at first about
the so-called Marburger Repertorium deutschsprachiger Handschriften des 13. und
14. Jahrhunderts. Useful examples from the Middle Dutch field are projects like
Medieval Manuscripts in Dutch Collections (MMDC), the Bibliotheca Neerlandica
Manuscripta (BNM), the Digitale Bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse Letteren (DBNL),
the Nederlandse Liederenbank or the CD-rom Middelnederlands are. An example of
what a single file could look like is given in Appendix C. An elementary design for a
website can be found in Appendix D.
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New Boundaries
Digital instruments do not offer solutions for all theoretical issues. Just as with
defining the boundaries of the Rhine-Maas area, one should now be concerned with
the new boundaries of the digital database. Which texts should be included and which
should not? If the corpus of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn is taken as a starting point,
should Brabant texts not be incorporated as well? But then German border regions
might also also be taken into account, perhaps even the entire Germanic area. And
what about the Romanic sources?
Before focussing on too extensive projects like a database of the entire
European medieval literature, one should be concerned with projects that can be
realized in the near future and that once may be expanded. In Germany several
proposals for a regional literary history for the German Middle Ages have been made,
but despite the scholarly support such a lexicon has not been given to go-ahead so far.
In a special issue on regional literary histories of the Zeitschrift für deutsche
Philologie, Horst Brunner proposed such a “umfassendes, systematisch angelegtes
Übersichtswerk” which allows the researcher to do (comparative) regional
research. 267 In his opinion this ‘Übersichtswerk’ should enclose “die Orte und
Institutionen, an denen im Mittelalter literarische Texte produziert, rezipiert oder auch
nur gesammelt, sowie von denen aus sie distribuiert wurden, also Klöster, Adels-,
Fürsten- und Bischofshöfe, Schulen, Universitäten, Städte.” 268
Because of a number of references to the Verfasserlexikon it becomes clear
that Brunner thinks of a compendium on paper. This explains the need for one welldefined angle of perspective. In Brunner’s opinion the scope should shift from single
authors and works to places and institutions. This work would to a large extent offer
the same information as the Verfasserlexikon, it would only be differently organized.
But should we really wait several more decades for the appearance of such a lexicon?
And another 30 years to see how the material will be arranged then?
When using digital tools information can be arranged in order of author, work,
place and origin, but also in order of various other criteria. The enormous advantage
of a digital database is that, once the corpus is defined, the classification of the
267
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material within is not preselected and can be grouped again. The only question is how
the corpus should be defined. Of course this depends on the extent of research collaboration. If there is so much support among German scholars, a Medieval Germanic
literary database is quite imaginable, including all German regions and nowadays
Dutch, Belgian, Scandinavian, Slavic, Swiss, Austrian and Italian regions. Of course
a database of Rhine-Maas literature can serve as a first experiment. In the meantime
scholars will be able to think about the future boundaries of literary fields, as was also
noticed by Geert Warnar:
Populair gezegd: Tervooren heeft het Maas-Rijngebied overtuigend op
de kaart gezet voor literatuurhistorici, maar juist daarom zullen Tervoorens collega’s zich gaan afvragen hoe groot of klein die kaart van de
middeleeuwse Duits-Nederlandse literatuurbetrekkingen uiteindelijk
moet gaan worden. Of moeten we ons in de tijd van Google-earth,
verdiepen in de eindeloze mogelijkheden van in- en uitzoomen? In dat
opzicht prikkelt Tervooren met zijn handboek tot nadenken. 269
In the proposal of this section the selection of literature is defined on the level of the
Germanic language. In contrast the actual focus can be on regions or cultural clusters,
but also on many other criteria that are now only in the realm of imagination.
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Conclusion

CONCLUSION

An important merit of Van der Masen tot op den Rijn is that it brings together those
literary works that have been disregarded for a long time. Also methodologically
Tervooren’s reference book can be seen as a pioneer study and as a starting point to
future research on the Rhine-Maas region, for it collects literature from this area from
a regional point of view. The Kulturraum perspective leads to interesting observations, but it also raises critical remarks.
In chapter I of this thesis I have demonstrated that the Rhine-Maas region is a
variable entity. The demarcation of the Rhine-Maas area in art history can differ from
that in other disciplines, like literary research. Besides, the making of cultural products seems to have depended more on important cities than on the area as a unity. A
comparison with other primary literature strengthens the impression that the region
was seen as a geographical area instead of as a cultural domain.
Chapter II confirms the observation made in chapter I that the literary activity
within the Rhine-Maas area showed an important variety in certain times as well as in
more specific locations. Around the year 1200 the region occupied a special position
in the histories of both Dutch and German literature, since the first traces of Middle
High German literature are found here. The literary examples were taken from
Romanic domains. From the 14th century onwards copies were no longer made from
French originals, but from Brabant of Flemish ones. The disappearance of the
‘original’ literature might be connected to the Battle of Worringen in 1288. As large
parts of the Rhine-Maas area were annexated by the duchy of Brabant, the latter
became responsible for the production of literature. Consequently, Tervooren’s view
on the area as a transfer region does only hold for early times. It seems as if for his
Kulturraum theory the author was influenced by the Eneasroman of which I doubt
that it belongs in the list of Rhine-Maas literature.
Because of the variability of the area, digital tools offer some advantages, as is
explained in chapter III. Since a preselected corpus (i.e. on the basis of genres) can
have a narrow-minding effect, it is worthwhile to design a corpus that allows the
researcher to reselect his material on the basis of different search criteria. This way,
information about medieval material will always be up-to-date.
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Religious Territories within the Rhine-Maas Area 270
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An Example of a Digital File
Text

Name

Floyris; ‘Trierse Floyris’; ‘Trierer Floyris’; Floris; Blancefloer;
Blanchefleur; Blanscheflur
Edition
Facsimile
Translation
Research history
Discussion forum

Shelfmark

Trier, Stadtbibliothek, Mappe X, mhd. Fragmente, 13

Plot

The pagan prince Floyris falls in love with Blanscheflur, the daughter
of a Christian slave woman. His father is unpleased and sells
Blanscheflur to merchants, after which Floyris sets out to refind her in
the harem of an emir in Babylon. Both lovers are caught by the emir,
who is so moved by their love that he sets them free. They become
king and queen of Spain and are the grandparents of Charlemagne.

Themes

Christianity; paganism; Saracens; East; Brautwerbung; courtly love;
huúsheit; hoofsheid; twins; Charlemagne

Names

Greve Bernhart; count Bernhart; Blantsefluor; Daries; Floyris;
Cloyris; Babilonien; Babylon; Babilonië; Babilonien; Spain;
Charlemagne
Source

Origin source

French; Old French

Dating source

ca <10> 1160 <10> 272

Direct source

No
Manuscript or Print (general)

Character

Fragments

Number of leaves

4

Dating

ca <10> 1170 <40>

Language

Middle German; Lower Rhinisch; Middle High German

Location

Dialect: Krefeld-Viersen; Roermond

Provenance

Trier
Manuscript or Print (layout)

Material

272

Parchment

Fish hooks indicate the margins of the datings.
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Script

Early littera textualis; characteristics of Carolingian minuscule

Leaf

Fragments ca [157] x [35-43] mm; originally ca [157] x [185] mm

Column(s)

2

Number of lines

ca 10 per column; originally ca 48-49 per column

Rulings

Ink

Rubrication

Red lombard letters of 2 lines at the beginning of line 122, 146 and 359

Special characteristics

1 verse per line; separated by a dot or punctus;

Codex

St. Aegidius; St. Silvester; saints’ lives
European Tradition

Floire et Blancheflor (Old French, ca 1160); Flore und Blanscheflur (Middle High German, ca 1220 –
Konrad Fleck); Flors inde Blanzeflors (Ripuarian, ca 1225); Floris ende Blancefloer (Middle Dutch, ca
1250 – Diederic van Assenede); Floris and Blauncheflour (Middle English, ca 1250); Flóres Saga ok
Blankiflúr (Old Norwegian, ca 1300); Florio e Biancifiore (Italian, >1300); Florios kai Platziaflora
(Greek, ca 1400); Flos unde Blankeflos (Middle Low German, 15th c)
Studies
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